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&4JWi4 FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, MAY 27, 1915.

NO. 90

White House or anywhere else, liar.!
I ever left a room for the purpose of
getting a drink between meals and it
would have been a physical Impossi!
bility for me to have left the room for
A
any such purpose at any period of niy
work in the White House.
"On the 17th and IXth of February
lest, I was staying in New York with
Mrs. Roosevelt and my daughter at
the Marquis hotel at 12 East Thirty-firs- t
street. Mrs. Roosevelt and my
COROdaughter and I had breakfast nerved well known las vegas democrat ALTHOUGH EXONERATED BY
in our apartment, at about S. ImmeNER'S JURY, MAN WHO KNOCKED
and attorney is given a high
diately afterward, on both days,
211rd
walked down Madison avenue to
WILL HAVE TO
OUT M'CARTY
post in the Interior departTAKES
WITNESS
STAND IN LIBEL SUIT AGAINST street across to Fourth
PRESIDENT
FORMER
avenue and
MANY PROMINENT MEN BEGIN ISSUING STATEMENTS
TO JUSTIFY
THEIR
GO INTO POLICE COURT.
ment.
ii to the Outlook oftice, dolus work and
EDITOR NEWER AND GIVES MINUTE DETAILS CONCERNING LIQUID RE":Mn
until
various
about
AND
POSITION
SUGAR
ON
WOOL
WHILE FIGHTING .UNDERWOOD
people
seeing
the first day and until 5 the next day,
FRESHMENTS SERVED WHILE HE WAS GOVERNOR AND PRESIDENT.
ES-ATTACK
WAS
AND
SUDDEN
VIGOROUS.
fcoing out for a few minutes for lunch. OTHER
M'CARTY'S BODY IS
"When I left the office on Monday i
to 3Tst
walked up Fourth avenue
MADE BY MR. WILSON
SENT TO HIS HOME
itreet and across to the Marqui"
hotel, whore I had tea with .Mrs.
SENATOR CUMMINS ASKS THAT
v
On Tuesday I left at 5
27. Just
Roosevelt.
May
I'l"
Calgary, Alberta,
Washington, D. C- - May
WATER SIX TIMES IN 14 YEARS o'clock and took the r:::n train from dent Wilson today ''sent lo U: Semite what action the civil authorities would
MARSHALL START INVESTIGATION
the Pennsylvania depot for Oyster the following nominations:
take, regarding the unexpected an est
late last night of Arthur Pelkey, fol
First assistant secretary of the
Hay. On neither day did I touch a
drop of anything at any time.
terior, Aiulrieus A. Join s, of 1. as lowing his exoneration by a c.oronjr'
"When in town 1 usually, but not
Vegas, .New .Mexico.
jury trom charges connecting mm v.un
advice of hi'
Si strong liquors except
Files Protest.
AVashington, D. C., May 2 -- The
who
lunch with some members of
ncral land the death of Luther McCarty,
Commissioner of th
What Roosevelt Drinks.
physician or after great exposure. He
The Investment Bankers associaas
the
'c
in
of
the
and
the
three
Nevada.
Jied
staff
small
Outlook
the
ilice, Clay Tallman,
during
prize ring Saturday
army of "tariff lobbyists' w hich
not
or
touch
he
does
smoke
beer
Light wines at meals (Madeira
jsaid
tion of New York, through its counindirect result of a blow adniinisle.-eAssistant commissioner of the
Xl After giving a brief outline of his years I don't recall an instance where
jhng bppn occupying Washington since sel Robert R.
and sometimes Sherry.)
Reed, filed protests to1.
I'.ruci of by Pelkey, was problematical
either
Charles
I
ever
early
land
drank
office,
except
the
bill
anything
Underwood
house,
,e
former
the
at
passed
pubA
jeral
N
political career,
president
glass of champagne
$l,DoO exemption
of
On
be- - day against the
coffee.
two
these
Arizona.
or
tea
leday.
confusion
days
JS
milk,
a
in
state
of
was
today
said: "I have never drunk a cocktail
lie dinners, about once a month.
the income tax. The association urgnor
Career.
Mr.
avenue
went
Jones'
never
Fifth
Poll
sudden
Mounted
Wilson's
of
Northwest
'.e,
en-up
cause
President
in my life, With the
or a high-bal- l
Mint juleps about six in an
ed that the exemptions be made on
never drantt above 32nd street.
Attorney A. A. Jones wan born May members of which took Pelkey into 'and vigorous attack on the
exceptions
noted, I
tire year.
incomes under $10,000 with $500 addiun
"1 have not been in the Waldorf
refused
insiduous
edu-- ! custody
second
and
He
the
industrious
for
was
in
lobby."
Tennessee.
time,
ous,
ad1802,
water
or
under
with
or
the
X
whisky
brandy except
Whisky straight
tional for each person dependent upwas
for
but.
it
a
statement
dinner
at
less
make
of
lo
and
schools
in
I
public
cated
certainly
any
the
Wimv
wno
public
that
presi- on the $1,000 income. No
Xivice of a physician.
private
nssmPa;
don't care
six times in fourteen years.
super tax
dent's statement referred to them,
for the taste of either I don't smoke 'three years anu l was noi in uie uai- Union City, Tenn., and later attended learned that at least a preliinina.-to be assessed except on incomes
Whisky or brandy only when
On
in
po-two
j
of
be
would
these
Tenn.
He
on
dorf
either
days.
Rethel college, Mackenzie,
given Pelkey
iheurlng
although he called none by name ami over $20,000.
prescribed by doctor or after "jand I don't drink beer, because I dis- of these' two clays did I go into was graduated from Valparaiso uni- tice court today.
designated none personally even byAsks Investigation.
great exposure, but did not take Xjlike smoking and dislike the taste of neither
or come out of any building in 42nd versity in 1182 to 18S5 taking several
Whether or not the police will push inference began issuing statements
it for latter cause in past 15 or Hibeer.
Kpn:itnr PnmmiiiH tnrTnv nrnsentpil
authorcase
two
unaided
on
of
those
to
the
by
neither
and
street
provincial
JllStlt
and
interviews
degrees.
prepared
,i.
Seldom Drank Whisky.
BfiNillp a rpsnlllHnn tn rtirpi-- t
20 years.
Acting Premier their position,
wen, prominent mr vic,,
Mr. Jones came to New .Mexico In ities is not known.
"I never have drunk whisky or flays did I go above :Hst or "2nd street
Poland or "Holy" water and
to appoint
r(.8i(lont Marshall
Between 4 and 6 18S5 and took charg1; of the public Mitchell is said to have stated last many years in olticial life, including flvo mmatora to
V milk, tea and coffee.
President
brandy except when the doctor pre-- on Fifth avenue.
investigate
ho
announcement
of
the
former U. S. senators, now identified wi,H(m-densely crowded. school system of East Las Vegas, night before
scribed it or possibly on Borne occas- - o'clock' the avenue
that a lobby exists
What He Lets Alone.
charge
he
of the coroner's jury, that
with either sugar or wool interests in , Washington to influence
Was Never Intoxicated.
ion after great exposure when I was
X
holding that position two years. He decision
Cocktails.
legislthe Cn-I.- : UUU, piXl ,L1V.IIU1J ly IliU
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"For the last 15 years I can give was admitted to the practice of law would be governed by the findings Ct ate organized effort- against
X chilled through. But it has been
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N
Highballs.
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disconcerted
.hat
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what
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McCarty 's body wn". sent to his reading the president's declaration,
drank and I have given it substan- interested In irrigation and stockrais-ing- .
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1
direct th
because of being chilled through.
Red wine.
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ni'dit.
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on
I'ome
last
its
and
probable
speculating
He was elected mayor of Fast
tommittee to report the names of lo
X never have drunk beer, nor do I drink tially above and neither during those
Tobacco.
1 have been
!l ists who attempted to jnfliien.'
of age Las Vegas in 1893. He was made
Calgary, Alber'a, May 27. Pelic v fectX X X 5k red wine. The only wines that I have 15 years or since
w'.:i
Senator Simmons, chairman of the legislation and the methods employed.
today charged
c'.iunk have been only white wines, have I ever under circumstances been president of the territorial bar asso- nan arraigned
shnwn tn ho
ciation in 1892. And in 1895 was ap- manslaughter and released under $P).- finance committee, reiterated today) f the influence,
Marquette, Mich., May 27. In the Madeira, champaigne or very occa.-- , e ven the smallest degree under the
of liquor.
pointed district attorney of the fourth 00 bonds. His preliminary heari;i:; his statement that the lobbyists were eited on the tariff bill the committed
elaborate but small court room of this tonally Sherry.
not getting very far, adding that
would be instructed (o report on th-- :
"I don't remember within the last judicial district. He was special . ill be held Wednesday morning.
frontier city, Theodore Roosevelt ap
"At home I often at dinner will
had bems which "the lobby' desired to
in
J. S. government
McCarney, manager for M.- er in his legislative experience
peared in what is probably an unique dnnic a wineglass or two of Madeira, dozen years drinking even a part of a counsel for the
t!?e he ever seen so determined and so hive changed.
occasion in history when in effect, he in summer, instead of the Madeira, I glass of beer except once. That was 1895 to 1900. He served as regent of Carty, intended to accompany
Mexico college of Agriculfeenator Cummins turiher proposed'
ody, but was detained by the author- - extensive a lobby. The expenses of
auuougu a ioriner presmem. oi me v;m often drink a .tall glass Of Wine at the Deutscher club. Whenever 1 the New Mechanic
Arts from 1897 to fes as a witness in the case against the wool and sugar lobbies in Wash-Pe- l k. his resolution that the committe.-- t
United States, defended himself un-- ! arj(j Poland water, or 'holy' water. At K to Milwaukee, I try to go to the ture and
1902.
key. Referee Smith is also held ington, alone, to say nothing of the take statements of senators to whom
tier oath against an allegation or public dinners I sometimes drink a Dcutsclier club for a call
an
active
took
Mr.
Jones
In
expenses of literature circulated and any representations concerning legisas
witness.
a
politics
Beer.
His
of
a
direct
Mouthful
drunkenness.
testimony gaBS of champagne, or perhaps two.
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na- to
the
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a
lation had been made during the seS'
i
and
delegate
'
v
""
!auv
arresie-part
190!
as
lasted an hour and cross examination It think that nn th,.
Later Tominv Burnr
"At their request, I think in
thia
Democratic convention at Chi- - cn a
sion and to inquire into the character
i
ot mansimignter.
it w dollars a day.
immediately began.
charge
that I will drink champagne about drank a mouthful of beer. tIipv
in 1896, serving as a member of iaid by the mounted police that tl?f.
a hundred representa- of the exceptions with a view of asMore
than
cago
In substance Colonel Roosevelt
I
could
if
asked
me
and
beer
fered
they
once a month.
on
himself as a man of complete
crrests of McCarney and Smith will tives of varied industries were clam- certaining whether they were proper
not get me some white wine, saying I
Mint Juleps.
ablo
not
oring early today at the doors of the or improper.
a
total
me
if
follow immediately.
sobriety, although
"Mint juleps I very rarely drink. In never drank beer. They asked
rooms
The resolution also requested Pres.-atn- t
(Democratic territorial committee anu
senate finance
stainer. The leading points in his the White
House we had a mint bed 1 I would not take a mouthful anyway,
hD
ne.nnrratic
(
10n "
Wilson to furnish the committew
to be heard before the hearings close
testimony may be quoted as follows: should think that on the average I because they said it was the beer that
,
vw JUDGE
WILL
ith names of lobbyists to whom hu
at 5 o'clock this afternoon.
"I am not a total abstainer."
a
.
I
took
So
famous.
Milwaukee
made
have drunk half a dozen min
made cllairman
"I have never drunk a highball or may
Senator Kenyon of Iowa, Republi-- referred and any oilier information
HfiUE PLAN READY
juleps a year. Since I left the White mouthful and men tooK wnue wine.
Democrats . committee
a cocktail in my life."
was an early caller at the White in regard to the lobby in his posses.i-Houscan,
11ien all sang songs, but there
thn,w8.
FEW
DAYS
WITHIN
Son't smoke ai.d I don't drink House, four years .ago., to the best of;7'ley
today to commend President j ion. The resolution went over un.;J
my memory I have drunk mint juleps was only one song in which I could u
Wilson for his stand against lobbyists. tomorrow without action.
beer and I don't drink red wine."
J0lnon
one
in
occasion
at the country
Santa
jrr. Jones is well known
"I have never drunk whiskey or twice;
New York, May 27. Robert S. Lov-et"hue I was governor, ana always Fg where he spent some time while
I drank part!
club at St. Louis
brandy except when the doctor pre- nf a EflaHs nf mintwhere
cliairman of the Union Pacific
cnam
ana
hi
in'en anrt nn on. my habits
forces in
using wine
directing the Democratic
company's switch board was not comscribed it, or possibly on some occarailroad company, announced
today DEPARTMENT OF
as
been
stated."
have
a
at
occasion
pagne
other
luncheon
me
precisely
state
the
first
given
campaign.
sion after great exposure when I was
reachpetent as evidence that some one ill
been
had
no
yet
that
agreement
f t Little Rock, Ark., where they passed
DENIES the
chilled through."
Pacific and the
Union
the
between
ed
company's office held a telephone
around
a
colonel
of
the table loving cup with the
the
"The only wines I have drunk have
in
the
govPacific
Southern
company
with sope other per-so-n
conversation
been wines, Madeira, champaigne or mint julep in it and I drank when the only occupied twenty minutes. It was
case against
ernment's dissolution
on a specific date.
Washington, D. C, May 27. The
was
to
me.
the
Horace
of
Andrews
cenducted
cup
by
passed
a
of
glass
sherry."
very occasionally
the two roads. Judge Lovett intimat- following statement was issued today
"The only other occasions on which (defense as follows:
"At home at dinner I often drink
ed that a statement might be issued by the state department:
in
have
have
lived
never
"You
the
been
have
drunk
when
Q.
whisky
a glass or two of white wine and Po
"The state department has author- DENUER
later in the week and declined to
has
been prescribed by the doctor. state of Michigan?"
it
land water."
details in connection with the ized the American embassy at Tokio
discuss
MEN
TO
A. "I have never lived in the state
"At public dinners I sometimes Turing the last 14 years I don't believe
to deny a San Francisco telegram
hitch in plans.
drink a glass of champagne or per-- 1 have drunk whisky Btraight or w ith cf Michigan."
FREE
SUGAR
to
Washington, I). C. May 27. Chair which appeared in Japanese papers
haps two. On an average, I may drink water more than half a dozen times.
q, "Outside of a flying trip made
of the Union Pacific lias the effect that preparations were beman
Lovett
House
White
Routine.
Gne glass
of champagne a month
through the state of Michigan, you
advised Attorney General McReynohls ing made for war. The report was
Washington, D. C, May 27. A me"The routine at the White House have never been in the state of Miehi- There was a fine mint bed at the
within a few- to the effect that troops of artillery morial from the Denver chamber of
submit
would
he
that
v nite house and I may have drunk a was as follows:
'We had breakfast (gun during the last ten years?"
to Hawaii and that commerce representing a hundred or
days a plan for the dissolution of the were being sent
ba,lf dozen mint juleps there in a ye'jr. at 8 or 8:30, Mrs. Roosevelt, the chil-- j
a. "I have never been in the state
roads which would represent tin: the Philippine garrison was to be intwo
,ore commercial
organizations and
On the African trip the expedition eren and myself. After breakfast, if 0 Michigan within the last eight or
creased.
A views of the Union Pacific
HAS
BRAIN
officials.
BUGHOUSE
SOME
tanks of Colorado, protesting against
IT.. n r
took along a ease of champagne, 3 41. n ...rtntfenH .nn
t n years except upon the flying trips
"A few
No agreement had been reached with
artillerymen have been frce sugar, was presented to the sen-secase of whisky and a bottle of and I walked around the White House I made through the state."
LETTER MAILED AT PATTERSON,
to Hawaii in pursuance of plans ate today by Senator Shafroth by
Southern Pacific officials he said.
brandy, The brandy was for me
grounds for twenty minutes or half an
Mr. McReynolds in a tentative way
before this administration quest.
Q. "So 1 would be correct in saying
THE 13TH!
NEW JERSEY, DATED
I do not drink whisky. In the hour. I then came over to the White
as eonteiKiea mar. any pian ihuhl began but no increase is contemplathave not been within the
Senator Thomas declared he could
eleven months of the trip the doctor House office and as soon as I reached that you
The not
Southern ed in the Philippine
garrison.
STATING THAT OUR STATE AND contain provision for the
let the memorial be read without
administered just seven ounces of it there Mr. Loeh came In with the mail state of Michigan within the last 15
the changes that have taken place are
of
control
to
its
Pacific
relinquish
it did not represent the sentito me for medical purposes. I never and papers to sign. After about half years?"
ftating
CONDEMNED
BOTH
of
ARE
Pacific.
NATION
regithe
Southern
A. "Yes sir."
only
customary exchange
ment of the state.
touched it except on his advice. The an hour of this the senators and con
ments.
Q. "Your acquaintance is some
INFORMATION SAYS.
cuampagno was used for three of our gressmen would begin to arrive. If
"The department regrets that any
limited in Michigan?"
MERRIAM DIUORCE
party who were ill an ; for some sick it was an ordinary day they would what
or any newspaper correDAY IN
A. "It is somewhat limited."
newspaper
who
we
met."
rtrangers
generally continue to arrive until 12
CASE
"Do you know Mr. George
Q.
spondent should send so misleading a
"On speaking tours by direction ot cr 1, but if it. was a cabinet
ASK AND YOU
day they Sutras?"
telegram from the United States."
Senate.
Surgeon General Rixey, I sometime3 would stop at 11 o'clock.'
A.
"I
Mr.
know
Shiras."
Finance
San Francisco, Calif., May 27. The
continued
took a goblet or two of milk before
"I would usually get Mr. Loeb in
SHOULD BE TOLD divorce suit of
Q. "Do you know Mr. Shiras is not
Captain Henry C.
hearings on tariff bill schedules; hearJURORS
retiring and into it was measured a and dictate to him or take up with
'GRAND
a resident of Marquette?"
l lam, u. o.
ings close tonight.
aitniHi jus mie, min.
spoonful of brandy.
me the mail that had accumulated durA. "I have heard that he does not
DEMOLISHED PIER
Bessie Merriam, was put over yester'Since leaving the white house, I ing the morning and would receive dix
received
McDonald
has
Governor
I've here regularly.''
think I have tasted mint juleps twici rections about the various
day until the latter part of July when
House.
It is not know'i Clarence
things that
H. Murphy, whose name has
Q. "Mr. Shiras really is not a resi- letter from a crank.
27.
Los
part of a glass at St. Louis and
Underwood
May
Calif.,
Leader
Angeles,
obtained unaniwoman
o;
had arisen during the morning. I dent of
a
whether the crank is man,
this city."
figured in the case, will come here
sip from a loving cup at Little Rock, would also
of the county grand jury accom- mous consent to increase Indian afsee some mem;.t
is
clrild.
The
letter
postmarked
frequently
iB
here
A.
"I
to
don't know."
Murphy
hurrying
Arkansas."
panied the district attorney today to fairs, irrigation and public buildings
and whether i fromtestify.
ber of the cabinet or some man I
Paris, and will arrive in New view the scene of the pier disaster of committees and create a new commit-aturda- y
Q. "It was in Washington that you Patterson, New Jersey,
When Colonel Roocovelt remarked knew
rmanated from one of the confused York June 19.
intimately during that time, or met Mr. Shiras?"
tee on expenditures in labor depart- that he might have drunk a half dozen seme newspaper man would be allowat Long Beach.
of fire eating
One of the two cablegrams from
A. "Yes, when he was in congress." cianiums of the bunch
mint juleps In a year at the whiti ed to come into ask questions, Mr.
It
been
while
was
of
there
that
had
stated
anarchists
and
Murphy read by Mrs. Merriam's atQ. "Since you came back from Afhouse, a titter went around the room Loeb generally sitting by and waiting
discussed
in court, is address- no change in the plan to have thei Representative Borland
headquarters for thinrs terrible, o.
when Attorney Pound, on direct exam- until the answer had been given and rica you have been connected with whether it was forwarded by its n- - torney yesterday
coroner conduct the entire investiga-- Washington's
slums,
and
a
friend
to
reads:
ed
the Outlook at New York?"
ination, asked if he drank them all at then resuming work.
Representative Sims introduced bill
thor to that place, to be mailed fron
"Infamous lie; irreparable injury tion alone, beginning Thursday, it was
A. "I have."
one time or more than one at a time.
Uhcon tn nlfir rha Shlaf OVDPIltiuO nf
"Often Mr. Loeb would follow mc
thought wise to have the grand jurors! to abolish commerce court.
done innocent woman."
"
being
in
"And
some
connected
I
Q.
pollTo the best of the plaintiff's recollec- out to the wash room and continue
familiar with the situation.
the state, 7 not
postma.'K
Representative Tavenner introduc- tics?'
tion he had never in his life taken
e(1 resolution to
is datd on the 13th StCOND TRIAL OF
Patterson
direcjirom
and
with
to
me,
investigate activities
the
talking
getting
Experts
appointed
inspect
A. "And in politics also."
more than one on the same occasof May, (unlucky number) and the adHAROLD F. HENWOOD
tions and laying matters before me
ruins began their work today. They!of tariff lobbyists.
Q. "Now your acquaintance while
ion.
as follows:
while I washed my hands. I would
BEGINS IN DENVER. jv.ill be expected to furnish the data) Agreed to adjourn until Thursday.
were in the city of Washington dress reads
to the Governor
'Marquette, Mich., May '27. Theo then go to lunch. Immediately after you
upon which the coroner's jury can ar-and
at
with
was
popossibly
Albany
dore Roosevelt took the stand today In lunch I would return to the office. I
Wm. C. McDonald
A Special Venire of 2C0 Is Drawn Firive at a conclusion as to the cause of CONTRACT DECLARED VOID
men?"
litical
his libel suit again
Santa Fe,
AND AGAINST PUBLIC POLICv.
GecigaA. might then again work with Mr. Loeb
Jury to Try Man Charged With Mur the disaster and the responsibility for
Few
Politicians.
Knew
an
in
who
is'ewett,
New Mexlcc
edit6rlto"charged for an hour or some member of the
it.
dering George E. Copeland.
w:ere
A.
"Not
men.
many
political
him with drunkenness. The former cabinet or other person with whom I
The letter is reproduced as nearly
Denver, May 27,- - Tile slage was R"t
Berlin, May 27 The imperial suAccording to reports from Long
A great man were writers of history
as possible in sty.e as follows:
K day for the second trial of Harold
president entered a denial. He ad- had to talk over details of official busBeach. Margaret Reed, aged 12, and preme court today declared void and
end
naturalists."
mitted using light wines with his iness.
V. Kenwood on a charce of murdering
May 13, 1913.
Otis Hash. 13. who slid Into the deat a,.ainst public poPcy the contract
Q. "You have many friends in con- Governor
" Never in my life, while In the
meals, hut said he never touchei
Ccorge E. Copeland c: Cripple Ceek pit. are expected to die at any
Germany between the Sta
gress, have you not?"
of
to
tin in a bar room of a Oerver hotel ir
the prophecy
According
Oil company's German subsidiary
A. "I have known
almost every Vnited States of America the Sta -- May, 1910. District Judge C. Butlo
company and its chief competitor, the
senator."
Jof New Mexico is condemned and all will preside.
German Petroleum
Sales company
WINS
DEFENSE
POINT.
"You
also
know
a
Q.
great many pertaining to the Vnited States of A special venire ot 2"0 has been
Boston, Mass., May 27.- The de- Under the contract the latter receive 1
a great America is condemned and was con drawn from which counsel will en
congressmen and received
of the business in
fense won a sharply contested point fnly
at the White aemned
many congressmen
C.mor to secure a jury.
Approxiin the dynamite conspiracy trial to- House and they invited you to their
sum
Information
mately fifty witnesses have been
The costs of the suit were inmposed
day, Judge Crosby ruling that the
residences?"
Ask and ye shall be
moned.
record of telephone calls made by;ci' the Standard Oil company's GerChicago, 111., May 27. The coroner man named Morrison who posed as a
A. "I received a great many con.old
the operator at the American Wool man subsidiary.
will be asked today to investigate the real estate dealer and the police have gressmen, but they rarely invited me
The handwriting resembles that of from some crazy person, who wanted
a
record
a
of
woman
third
who claims tc their residences."
a woman but is of uncertain charac- to relieve himself of a bit by letter
death of Homer Edward Morrison,
also to have been victimized.
Q. "Did I understand you to say ter to the layman, though would read- writing, and who had the letter sent
v. hoi- - was involved In a mystery which
Mrs. Pearl DeVitt, a widow, asserts that you have never taken
from
anything In ily be placed, if put into the hands to Patterson and forwarded
n;ay rival that of Johann Hoch.
she gave Morrison 11600 upon his the way of intoxicating liquors?"
If there are gun men mixof an expert.
that
city.
Morrison died last Thursday at a promise to marry her. This money InA. "You did not so understand me;
The governor is less worried or ed up in the affair it is certain that
hospital of what was diagnosed as cluded her husband's Insurance.
you understood me to say that I did engaged concerning its source than if they come out here to the "wild
B.
The
second
acute nephritis, but Dr. Darwin
woman says she was so only in small quantities."
he is about the tariff bill or the ap- and woolly west" they can be accomBrant, Mo., May 27. Two engineers tween passengers trains No. 11, westPond, who will demand the Inquiry, Louise Beck before she married Morfrom the
Q. "The only spirituous or Intoxi- pointment of a judge in the ninth ju- modated by an exchange
v ere killed and several other persons, bound, and No. 12,
now suspects his patient was poison- rison three years ago. in Hillsdale,
on the
cating liquors you took in general dicial dtetrict in the Pecos valley guns of some of our proficient wested. Two women have already appear- Mich. She states that she gave him
which appointment is expected soon. ern officers, who generally hit the including a number of passengers, Missouri Pacific railway near here
ed who say they were defrauded by a 115,000.
were injured in a head-ocollision be ccrly today.
It is thought that the letter comes bull's eye.
(Continued on page four).
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WOMEN GAVE HIM MONEY:
DID ANY GIVE HIM POISON ?
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PASSENGER TRAIN WRECKED:
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IN OUR. .STORE AT
TNE LOWEST PRICE

1706 West 40th Ave., Denver, Colo.
I had a very soro leg. It troubled me for
Bomo twenty years and Anally broke out to
a running sow with much
fever and terrible ItehliiK and
It burned and
burning.
itched so badly 1 could not
rest day or night and was
obliged to lie in bed. The
sores were in spots just as
raw as a piece of beef. I used
nuKlleine yet it wouldn't heal.
1
.Seeing the advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment I immediately
wrote lor some. Tho immediate cure was
more markable than 1 can describe. 1 was
(Signed) Mrs. Curry
coinpl inly cured."
Brown. April 11, 1012.

W
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DANDRUFF AND FALLING HAIR
Curd by Cuticura Soap and Ointment.

TIME IS MONEY. YOU CAN SAVE TIME IN OUR STORE. WE KNOW
YOU
WHAT
OUR HARDWARE STOCK AND WE CAN SOON GIVE
ON
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
THE PRICE AND
YOU WANT.
TIME ON THE SALE. WE ONLY CARRY ONE KIND OF HARDWARE
BUT OUR PRICES ARE
AND THAT IS THE BEST WE CAN BUY,
BY
SUCCEED
DOING
WE COU LD NOT
FAIR, SQUARE PRICES.
"
5j
BUSINESS ANY OTHER WAY.

3.V21
Hoover St., Los Angeles, C'al.
"After using Cuticura Soap and Ointment
for two months for a very bad case of dandruff and falling hair I was entirely cured.
My hair camo out gradually. As a last resort I tried Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
New hair seemed t come in almost Imine-tliulHNow my hair is thick, glossy and
luxurious."
(Signed) Mrs. C. M. Saner,
Mar. IS. l'.na.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment aro
nolt! throughout the world. Liberal sample of
Skin Hook. Adeach mailed free, with 32-dress post-ca- rd
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
8o;i; Shaving Stick, J0c. Sample freo.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

Phone 14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT.'

Phone 14.
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ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

,.;,,,,

at

to

j

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
FROM SANTA FE all points in New Mexico, Ari
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

s

nii-.li-

East
or
West

The

Best
Route
-
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Cardui.
Such testimony, from earnest women,
surely indicates the great value of this
tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
Cardui is the medicine you need.
We urge you to try it.

DAWSON COAL

POLICE

THE DIFFERENCE
CHINESE

earth."
In the past fifty years, thousands of
ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill,
to tell of the benefit received from

Wood

FRANCISCAN

SAN

REGARDING

YARNS

Jonesboro, Ark. "I suffered a complete break down in health, soipe time
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGlll, from this
place. "I was very weak and could
not do any work. I tried different
remedies, but they did me no good.
One day, I got a bottle of Cardui. It
did me so much good, I was surprised,
and took some more.
Before I took Cardui, I had headache
and backache, and sometimes I would
cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
and can do all kinds of housework. I
think it is the greatest medicine on
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'The West Point of the Southwest.
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Valley. 3,700 feetabove sea level,
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SCOTTISH RITE MASONIC

GALISTEO ST.
::

SANTA FE, N. M., JUNE 16, 17 AND 18, 1913.

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec,N.M, Durango,CoIo.,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all
directly .intermediate stations.
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SELLING DATES:

1

iy

From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 12th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito) June 13th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 14th.

II

RETURN LIMIT, JUNE 20TH.
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J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.

W. A. F1NLAY.
Per particulars and Illustrated
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
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Buff Orpingtons

$2.00 13 EGGS
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proof
affected, common and preferred
J.ane, the director, with u'tiej tion Saturday afternoon at the State in r.g.vpi
Gardner.)
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N.
(By
Secretary
wnere great advance
JI.,
S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
has
N.
IT.
Considerable
business
C.
hank.
routine
at
Cuba,
1
I'om'r.,
Sandoval,
and 2 points, respectively.
Then
Washington, I). C, .May 27. Plans business ability, takes advantage of was
been
made
use
the
of
the
by
pump,
May 20, 1913.
most
importtransacted, but the
M., on July lit, 1013, viz: Francisco
for reorganizing the old Republican the calamity to make a special pries to
Mr. Powell predicts that the pump was also marked heaviness in CanaClaimant names as witnesses:
Mora, of Cuba, N. M.. for the lot 1,
are being pushed industriously bargain hunters of 5 cents each. "Four-b- ant action taken was the resolution wil leventually reclaim the entire Sa- dian Pacific, attended iy disquieting
the board instructing tile
Jerry Bennett, M. Ij. Robertson, J. Sec. 21, and lots 4, 5 and 6, Sec. 16, partythe
reports from the dominion, while
tifths of these," he says, "are probably passed by
H. Cantwell, J. H. Slane, all of Stan T. 21 N., It. 1 W.
to correspond with outside hara desert, and that this reclamasecretary
sold a point
is
Ltmile under
Cummins
ns
is
old
not
as
all
But
near
tion
will
take
in
harmony.
goods
the
usually
perfect
place
present
ley, N. M
marketing points with a view to findHe names the following witnesses
yesterday's close.
of a desire to reorganize in ei in a smoke or fire sale. .ow is
ion.
general
MANUEL R OTERO,
seto
also
ading profitable
markets;
bond market was
The ireneral
to prove his actual continuous
Interest of Cummins as the compro-- j time for students, engineers, and the cure
Register verse possession of said tract for
reliable Information from stock
mise candidate in 1016. Tlii i plan is public generally to order geologic holders as to the character of
The
was
in
Omaha
great calamity
crops
JncrenBed weakness n the early nf.
twenty years next preceding the sur- tint regarded with favor bv La Fob folios to enninlete their liles or 1o ne- probable amount for marketing for quickly overshadowed by the terribly
wa8 pa,.liclllarIv mark(,d ,n
to
vey of the township, viz:
this
Cummins
with
with
eoveninient
(..cine acquainted
Great suf-- S()m(i
1913. He was further instructed to disastrous Hoods in Ohio.
the Frost Did Not Tramiuilino Romero, Jose Andres htte.
raLlroad stocks. Misiw.prct)d
of publication, the INS numbers of which
n certain extent are the desires
secure data from various farmers as tering and sickness from colds and ex-- Hmlri Vlicmc und D(,nv(.r and Rin
Archibeque, Celso Sandoval, Felipe Root. Lodge and Crane, who want, an fully describe the geology of some to the size of their
engines and pumps. posure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Calf- - l(;ramle preferred lost
Vnr
noinls.
Get
Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Bugs and
next year, if pos- 175,000 miles of the Inited States. This information will when collected fornia St Omaha, writes: My daugh- convention
early
ther losses were made also by !ho
to
Any person who desires to protest sible to put the party on record in Lists will be sent, on application
:l ri'i mil tl nnrt crtlinr.p luuu.ia
by the secretary of the Farmers as-- j ter had a very seve cough and cold
Insects Will!
against the allowance of said proof, favor of some bright new reforms the director, T7. S. geological survey, sociation, be very complete and au- - t ut Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
or who knows ot any suDBiauuai rea- which will serve to counteract thei Washington, D. C."
thentic.
(knocked it out in no time." Refuse
Just Try a New Mexican Want A
Unless you act right now. son under the laws and regulations of odor left by the last Chicago conven-E. Alexander
Powell, the famous substitutes. The Capital Pharmacy.
ilf you an.t cuiick returns.
such
Do not delay.
tlon. But one reform insisted upon,
RHODES' the interior department why
Mrs.
WoodInterest
shown by
The
should not be allowed will be namely, the elimination of flames, of row
Wilson in Washington's
PATENT TREE PAINT will proof an opportunity at the
alley
given
For
is
New York,
opposed by Barnes,
slums has made slumming a fashion-GIVE YOU ABS0LU1 E PROTECTION
time and place to
TOOTHIESS! HAIRLESS! TOELESS! IS THAT HOW THE MAN OF THE
some reason he does not care to be iablo pursuit, these pleasant spring
the witnesses of said claimant eliminated.
So the
NOW IS THE TIME.
lnyB
j0Vtiy iadjCS in dinging silks.;
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
wing of the party is not Happing in
will tlleil. 0imuJTiMirs as near as
that submitted by claimant.
FUTURE WILL
cord with the other two wings. Alto- - ,iu,ir i jmoHjm;s can B,.t and then they!
DELGADO.
FRANCISCO
r
llumpty-Dump-lthe effort to put
some
.ltoot
gether
escorted
by
gallant
Register.
ty back on the wall is not glittering in congressman, and take a sniff at the'
NOVELTY WORKS,
us promise.
in
Goat alley and Willow
garbage cans
104 GALISTEO ST.,
THIS INTERESTS EVERY WOMAN
Tree court, and then they rush back
A family doctor said recently that
SANTA FE. MM.
Telephone 157 W.
The Hon. Josephus Daniels, in as- to a meeting at the headquarters of
vomen come to him thinking that they
bis duties as secretary of the the Woman's welfare department, of
have female trouble, but when ha suming
over the obvious! the civic federation and subscribe
treats them for their kidneys and blad navy, has stumbled
fact
that the govern- - $19 to the per cent sanitary tone- and
is
worth
der, they soon recover. This
its armor plate intent fund.
ment
been
has
buying
knowing, and also that Foley Kidney from a trust. The
Of course the real remedy is in the
managers of the
Pills are the best and safest medicine
at such times. They are tonic in ac- various branches which make armor hands of that generally delinquent!
do not seriously pretend that there is body, congress. Since ls7s. when the!
tion, quick in. results. They will help
such thing as competition.
The then commissioner of health reported
any
jcu. The Capital Pharmacy.
government has for years notoriously on these alleys congress has steadily
to
f
been handing out
neglected to pass the necessary legis-- i
more than the cost of the armor, and;lation for condemnation, etc., which
Fire, Life, Accident
any official of the navy, if asked, would would (dean up these slums and sup-explain privately that it was really a ply other quarters for the lli.uw) pee-Plate Glass, Etc, Etc
matter of policy, namely, that the gov- - t le, white and black, who dwell in
eminent was subsidizing the private these unsewered and titiwatered and
steel companies in order to encourage unsanitary byways. The reason of
them to keep their battleship produc- the neglect, by congress may be traeeS
BROTHERHOOD OF
ing plants well equipped and in worlf-ir- to the impossible system under which
City Property, Farms
order to meet the government tlie city is governed, which permits
Ranches, Orchards
needs with a view to possible increas- congressional committee to be con-Land Grants,
es in time of war.
trolled by Washington real estate
This is true also of the manufacture eftate interests. The people of the Lis-OKLAHOMA CITY. OKU.,
of smokeless powder. The government tiict of Columbia have no votes.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small holding claim No. 5277.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

about such a plant. If he should try
to carry out his plans he would run up
against Mr. Underwood and others in
congress who would oppose his proposition with all the hardness of armor
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'over to private parties and is payingi The civil service commission is ore
le! to 5n per cent more than the cost paring to hold examinations
for the
to the private makers for its powder, thousands of postoffices which the exe
The only que stion is whether this is cutive order made by President

Wil-igoo- d

policy. Mr. Daniels seems to be son May 7 lias placed on a merit basis.
surprised to discover this condition. Those interested, whether thev are
The remedy is the one which he sag-- the present incumbents or those desir-gesta government, plant, for malt-linappointment, may secure full
armor plate, or powder. It is all formation by writing to the commis- very well, however, for him to talkision at Washington, and asking for

s

g

I new Mexican MDscriDtions now

tount !

some people to grasp an oar, to pick
up tin object from the ground or as'
fist in holding work.
Only as shoes render movement lers
i asy or less necessary can they bo
said to assist in this disappearance.
That other than the little toes will
disappear for a great space of time
at least, is unlikely as they still have
a definite mechanical function to perform in support and locomotion.
And will we become hairless creatures?
The hair in nature serves to break
blows, to protect against sun and rain.
as long as it served a useful purpose
i's absence was a disadvantage. Bald

I

IN THE MERCHANTS' CONTEST.
WITH ONLY ElVE MORE WEEKS OF THE CONTEST, interest is becoming-morgeneral and the competition is keen. The candidates are now preparing-fothe last final dash and large increases in votes are looked for.

e

men were rare; they are yet rare ia
barbarism and savagery.
Persons naturally
disadvantaged

r

WITH THE NEW MEXICAN SUBSCRIPTIONS COUNTING, VOTES CAN BE SECURED BY PURCHASES

AT

JOHN PFLUEGER
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY COMPANY
THE MODERN GROCERY COMPANY

V

i

and soliciting subscriptions for either of the three publications of the New Mexican
Printing Company-- -' The Santa Fe New Mexican," The New Mexican Review"
and 'E1 Nuevo Nexicano."
CANDIDATES See that your ballots are filled out in INK or TYPEWRITER. See that
the merchant.

VATCDC

See

t

dome-share-

you do not hold your ballots MORE THAN SEVEN DAYS after dated by

j

that this

is an honest competition, and no scheme, no fake
T U I LlAtJ
but a iair and honorable method to stimulate business and pay for it in the shape
of these prizes. Pick out your friend who is a candidate and give her the assistance she deserves.

four-fifth-

ON MERCHANDISE:
Due Bills count triple votes?; "Cash PurVOTING SCHEDULE chases
count double votes; and thirty-da- y
accounts countSingle

s

c

votes. ON SUBSCRIPTIONS : Two Thousand Votes to Each Dollar Paid, for those accounts due
and payable before January 1st, 113. One Thousand Votes to each dollar paid for running
subscriptions or in advance.

.f

THE STANDING OF THE CANDIDATES IS AS FOLLOWS:

-

637,3.31
Nellie Gann
573,881
Lulu Krick
Mrs. W. G. Sargent 513.431
Mrs. C. Parsons . .408,425
Mrs. Paul Doran ...397,763
Mrs. E. L. Wheeler 358,150
348,47
Edith Marmon
241 .C78
Frances Leeson
151,830
Elolsa Herrera
Belle Anaya .......126.083
.101 81
May Closson
93,753
Clara Gibson

Mrs. V. Casados
Nellie Nusbaum
Carmen Abreu
Ida Clouthier
Mrs. Fred Alarid ...
Mrs. C. Patterson ..
Mary Qulntana ......
Mrs. W. Parsons ...
Etta Moore
Luisita Sena
Mrs. Thos. Doran . . .
Tiburcita Gonzales.

Mamie Lamberson
Mrs. Fred Hogle ...
Elena Sena
Mrs. C. F. Kanen ...
54,t70 Mrs. G. F. McNitt . .
Petrita Delgado . . .
53,133
52,6"5 Rumaldo Gomez ....
51.4J9 Laura Montoya
44,060
Margaret Miller . . .
38,005 Ramona Baca
37,635 Ruth Nix
32,035 Mrs. A. Porterfield .
84,5.15
84,375
78,187
72.720

25,920
25.0S5
23.6?0
22.W0
20.8 35
19,345
18 360
18.04C

16,135

15idr
12,660
10,2"30

Dorothy Safford
Polly Borrego
Edna Lutz
Mrs. Gus Koch

.

Ernestina Delgado..
Cecelia Palmer ...
Mrs. J. V. Conway.
Louisa Dietzel
Mrs. E. N. Peden..
Mrs. Dr. McCarthy.
Mrs. W. B. Prince..
Mrs. J. Muralter. ...

7,300
6.555
5,085
3,945
3.S43
2,940
2,670
2,275

Lucy Ortiz
Lola Michaelson
Mrs. C. L. Bowlds.
Mrs. G. W. Armijo.
Ruth Mendenhall ..
Jean Law . .

....

Mrs.

R. L. Cooper..
Katherine Brown ..

2,000 Edith Hampel
1,595 Helen Knapp
1,450 Anna Dietzel
1,320 Mrs. F. C. Blake

1,295
1,210
1,195
1,195
1,120
1,115
1,110
1,085
1,095
1,045
1,040
1,040

Be Very Careful and Put On Each Ballot the Name of the Candidate You Wish to Vote For.

Get Busy and get one of these Fifteen Pianos

cliil-mo- n

small-jawed-

dome-Isdiape- d

that your name gets on the ballot.

PLEASE REMEMBER

Fredcr.ck business. Still more, with mouciij
(Fditor's Note Pi nf.
Star of Chicago University, by com-- cooking and the production of all son?
assent the world's greatest, an 0f soft health foods, tne teeth are
lute
thropologist, has just startled '.he prived of their legitimate labor.
scientific world by deciring that man abuse produces decay, disuse produces
UThe cvilized indL'
doing to be. in the future, a
nil tends to have bad teeth and to lose
'ess, tocless, toothless,
creature. Hero is Prof. Starr's signed them early.
'in ihn civilized race might be net
statement on what he really thinks
ter oft with no teeth. Who shall say
posterity will look like.
whether or not this may yet come
By PROF. FREDERICK STARR,
to pass?
World's Greatest Anthropologist.
And next I ask: "Are our heads
(Copyright, 1913, by '.he Newspaper
shape?"
changing
Assn.)
enterprise
Will the man of tie future your
Well, imagine an oval bag of sof
full of hot water. If we press
be a hairless, toe- t rogeny and mine
its sides together we narrow it, but
jlfcsa, toothless creatuiv with a
make it longer; if we press it at the
head?
This is the startling uestion 1 ask ends, it becomes shorter, but broad
"
you! And in answering I propound no er.
1
facts
theories.
just present
personal
great anthropologist has shown
indisputable, patent facts to yon Llat a skull, in its general form, acts
and let you decide "which way the jiiko a rubber ball.
wind blows."
y,ov let us think of the normal
as
Now as to teeth
skull as being about
Adult and normal man has ;!2 teeth tmp. !IS it is long: if we iingaine it as
So have the nearest hcing subjected to narrowing,
!lfi in each jaw.
thi'
anthropoid forms like the gorilla and inarrowing is compensated by long'h-tnIt is a type of 4e- - '(ning. if we imagine :t as shortened
chimpanzee.
tuition long fixed and ''s undoubtedly i u, same time it. becomes broader
an
inherited from an older
Two characters that vary in connec
cestral form.
jtjon are said to be correlated.
Hut back of that, the mammal an
Skulls are long and narrow or short
and bread.
ype had more teeth!
Sometimes in human beings super- nw nose is a broad nose,
numerary teeth are considered atavis-prominent nose s thin and r.ar-tic- ;
they are inherited from the .'ar,raWHair circular in cross section is
pu.it; they reproduce an old ancestral
condition. In human evolution f.om tlIaight and slick: hair of flat section
lower types there has been a shorten ijj crinkly or woolly.
There are many other examples of
:ng of jaw and a reduction in the num-- l
correlation in the body, and amor?
ber of teeth.
In civilized man this change is still these there is correlation between the
in progress.
jietreating forehead and the protrud'na
of the bniin
wisdom teeth are fre jaw. As the forward
The
c.uently not cut. Then appears to be develops and the for 'head arch
room for them in the shortened jcomes high, the muzzle shortens and
.aw. They serve no useful purpose, ,ie jaws retreat. In man the
In
production makes needless drafts jhead bulges as the jaws shorten.
upon the system. They will, no doubt, ibofar as the shortening of the jaw
finally disappear and the normal nam marks a tendency in evolution it Is
orrelated with a developing brow.
her of teeth will then be twenty-eigh- t
of
New teeth in civilization have a h.ird
No, our little toe is in process
This is not so much
time; they are crowded upon short disappearing.
jaws and hence are often irreguHr: because it is constantly enclosed in
they are constantly subjected to cor shoes as because of disuse. In our anroding sauces and seasonings; the" cestor the toes were no doubt fully
are exposed to the extremes of hot functional as grasping organs. Taey
drinks and Ices.
.ire still slightly usefel as such In
Tees yet serve
Civilization supplies the dentist s some populations.

are weeded out in such society by
i.utural selection. Baldness is a disease and a symptom of
Civilization preserves much that would
iturally disappear in other culture.
n civilization the man who tends
t0 baldness breeds and leaves
predisposed to it through inhe"".
led tendency.
It is becoming frightfully common
Notice the difference in character
between the tendency to fewer teeth,
.shortened jaw, bulging forehead, four
toed feet on the one side and to loss
ef teeth through decay and baldness
en the other.
The former are natval and normal
evolutions, the latter are abnormal,
efseased conditions.
If all these tendences continue indefinitely, they will produce a'tooth-!ess- ,

t

be-n-

fore-thei-

.

,

bulge-browe-

fou

loed, bald race.
of tendencies
Put no combination
an ever actually produce a race of
beings disqualified for Its surroundings. There is always some point
beyond which the disadvantages A'il!
balance the advantages- - where eeon
omy would spell disaster.
That man tends to become high
,
towed,
I

short-jawed-

eighti-toed-

,

seems

certain'

Iliat the conditions of civilization s'toi'
his teeth, loosen his hair and constantly tend to perpetuate and increase these unhealthv and abnormal conditions is also certain.
Hut there are limits, of course,
if a developing brow demands a short
ening jaw, the brow must stop developing before the jaws become inadequate to prepare adequate nutri-tiffor a healthy brain.
But still we may look for great
changes in the future men of this old
world, we may be sure

'o'
n

..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild"
Ins of our new State.
A man living at Auburn, New York.,
had a severe attack of kidney and
Madder trouble.
Being a working
man, not wanting to lose time, h
cured himself completely
by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "It Is a pleasure to report that
the cure was permanent." His name
!s J. A. Farmer. The
Capital Phar
tuacy.

ft
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know?"
A. "That

Star players come and go in
but Xap l.ajoie and Hans Wag- r.er, two of the most brilliant products
of the same, go on forever, seemingly.
Hans Wagner is back in the game
for Pittsburgh, after a layoff, due to
an injured knee, to the disgust of
pitchers who must face him, while his
wanner of lumbering across the diamond after batted balls is as terrifying as it was a
years back.
"The King," as American leaguers
oh
l.ajoie, is the same old Nap. Years
of starring have not dimmed his batting eye. Since the opening of the
reason Larry has hit the ball in thii
fashion that kept him at the top ol
the list for years and has cut off base
hits and made seemingly impossible
plays around second with the same

Wi

the first Important witness for Colo- Roosevelt testified that he was G4
Q. "Don't you know who began this years old, and was born iu Denmark,
Riis said he became acquainted with
important suit?"
A. "I was in the .Mercy hospital at Colonel Roosevelt
because of their
the time."
mutual interest in the welfare of the
Q. "Did you know that Mr. Wallace poorer classes of New York.
had charge of it and did you know
"I made him my brother." 811 i 'I
that he had charge of employing Riis. "For days and nights we walked
counsel?"
the streets together, watching whether
A. "That I could not say."
the police were on dutv and lookinc
Q. "Had you met Mr. Pound up to nto the condition of those
desperata
that time?"
tenement houses."
A. "I may have met him."
The same degree of friendship con
Q. "But have you any memory ofjtinued until after Colonel Roosevelt
Ilccame president.
it?"
A. "I 'don't remember whether
"During the fifteen years you have
met lihn or not."
jl nown Mr. Roosevelt, did you ever
Q. "Was Mr. Pound employed byisee him under the influences of lin- you, taat is employed by you person- - uor?"
"Oh Lord, no." replied Mr. Riis.
lalivT
A. "No he was not employed by me, The statement that he 1s a free user
(of liquor is a lie. I have seen this
personally."
man under the greatest stress and
T. R. Stood Expense.
'Do you know who paid for the, nave never seen mm resort to liquor "
Q.
man?"
epc:.' e of taking 'estimony and did! '.'Is hPllBa isblasphemous
a gentleman."
you ; nd that expense?"
Argument followed between counsel
A.
yea,"
nd it has not been borne by' a8 t whether it was competent 'for
ci ionization in the state of Mich- - hvitnesses to testify whether Colonel
was a gentleman.''
Roosevelt
The
Igan?"
an objection that the
court
sustained
A.
it has not"
'
Have you or any other person aw "Presumed that the plaintiff was
Q.
'a senueinau.
bad charge of it?"
A. "Mr. Pound h
rhnree of it." i 0n croM examination Mr. Riis was
vi "t ti,i,,ir ,w i ,,n. "sked " llis W0Ik aa a writer brought
I

cannot tell."

I-

half-doze- n

j
j

11

j

j

MAY 27, 1913

as to his chances of recovery?"
"He would not have recovered."
"To what, then, do you attribute his
recovery?"
"To his splendid physique unmarred
by alcohol."
Dr. Lambert then told how he had.
been on hunting trips with Colonel
Loosevelt in 1903, 1905 and 1907. During these trips, he said, he never had
observed Colonel Roosevelt drink any
whisky but once and that was when
the colonel was suffering from a slight
fever he had contracted in the Cuban
campaign.
"I gave him a teaspoonful of whisky
to hasten prespiration," said the witness. "That was ull the whisky I ever
gave him."
"During your 22 years acquaintance
with him, did you ever know of his
being under the influence of liquor of
any kind?"
"I never did."
,
"Did you ever observe the smell of
alcohol on his breath?"
"Never. '
"If he had been a user of strong
drink to excess, what would have been
the result of his bullet wound?"

j

'

ii'dolent
him the
graceful
Rube
bushes.

ease which long ago earned
reputation of being the most
man in baseball.
Waddell has gone to the
Oy Young is managing a team
iu the Federal league.
One by one
the stars fall, but to all appearances
Lurry and Hans are as good as they
wf re 10 years ago. Both deny they
to retire and l.ajoie made his assertion strong by saying that he'd
play until they tore off his uniform.

Anrt,-mv-

-

Mr Pound, on

i

him into politics
"It has put me right in the thick of

examination,

asked:

it

T

It .urn

....

firrl,rin

'
"As I understand it vnn havr?
New York for thirty years.'
i
seen
collection
of
air.
iio
having
"Did you ever see Mr. Roosevelt
Pound in Michigan or Chicago, prior'
mint juleps?"
drink
t
to he beginning of this suit which
"I never did and I don't believe he
was some time in the month of Octo-- j
does. I have seen him drink chain-- !

Q.

'

j

-

her'."A. "1 have no recollection."

Nad

j

ragne."

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer ?

Court Adjourns.
"As a matter of fact you com-- !
When Riis was excused court ad
r.ai.iicated with Mr. Pound by letter
LAcJOlfc
2 p. m.
j
an toon as you were sufficiently able Journed until
Dr. Lambert Testifies.
to io so?"
11HU
onei uooseveit; Deen an ex-- !
contests, and his average was .CSS. ir
in your house.'
American Association.
(Objected to as leading by Mr. An-'
ibatted ,14 Devore batted 275 6i,d( Toledo at Calumbus.
cessive user of alcoholic
A. "Yes."
liquor he;
Idrcwa.)
Upon the correct answer to this
haVR survived the shock
A. "I assume complete
WUd I fielded .918. Groh, who was a substi- - Kansas City at St. Paul.
Q. "Did you keep brandy and wine
responsi- - ,,ever would
llE
question will depend much of
in Mil- when
was
sustained
he
shot
re-- ;
Louisville
iute infielder, batted .271 in twenty- No
at Indianapolis,
has
(two ii; the house?"
bll'ty.
any
organization
to Dr.
the pleasure of your outing.
games.
.ames).
six nsibility excepting mvself. I have wallkee last 'ear
Mr. Pound Objects.
New York, May
Alexander Lambert.
his intimate
Amea
of
ti
In
have
Milwaukee
Devore
at
been
Minneapolis.
Why not avail yourself of the
bets of the Brooklyn baseball club, lis-Br. Mr. Pound "I object to that.";
friend and family physician, who tes-- I
ne last
Obiection Sustained.
TJnhlpn's bnstle-- s. told how he!,le ,lse t0 tlle club durin&
of the undersigned,
assistance
Court "You may note an ex
the
By
Vlfk'
tnis afternoon.
Dr. Lambert
three years," said Manager John J.
O. "You have hired vonr attorneys
got his club by degrees, acting upon
one
of
the
Santa Fe's summer
ception.
saiu lie nad known Colonel noose-the deal, "t
MacGraw, in
j
regard to
to keep f' ' 'l stood " tlle
Roosevelt- - "I continued
lips from friendly baseball lien in believe that discussing
tour
His help wil,
nee
hunt-'
1891
and
had
on
o
been
will
specialists?
l
fli
far
better
play
they
pnse
various parts of the country and leavino as I found that my predecessor
National League.
.'
.""lirtr rips with him in North Dakota,
ball with the Ueds. Groh is a good
cost you nothing, but you will
of
to
the
selection
the
judgment
ing
and a consistent hitter, but I
- L oioraao, Wyoming ana Louisiana,
find it invaluable.
the club's scout, Larry Sutton, who Is fielder
At Chicago First Game
"Did you drink whisky or have ' leading.)
not
could
witness said, in his profession he;
find
a
berth
far
the!Thfi
to
regular
The
seems
me
Court:
"It
room
a
of
3
St. Louis
employed in the composing
on
drunk
your
whisky
trips?'
jou
him."
aicononc sunjects
j was an expert; on
is leadine "
2
4
Newark newspaper.
A. "No. except as I have described, ctinstion
Chicago
and lie had treated 40,000 of them.
concluded
This
examination.
the
Ebbets showed figures to prove that
.
and
Batteries
McLear
a
Sallee,
Geyer
teaspoonful in a glass of milk."
"From your close personal exper- On Stand 1 Hour, 40 Minutes.
the present members of the Brooklyn LIGHTWEIGHT MATCH
Jiildebrand; Overall and Archer.
Carried No Flask.
FOR
FOURTH.
Colonel Roosevelt was on the stand ience with Mr. Roosevelt on hunting
team were obtained either by dratt
Q. "Now did you carry a flask of i.i hour and forty minutes.
Los Angeles, Calif., May 27. Antiips and in official life at Washing-- !
At Boston- - -- First Game
or purchase at an outlay of about ftS,-00Colorado, Grand Canyon, Calion your
nouncement was made today that ef- New York
0 4 0 whisky or brandy with you
Henry Rauthier, city assessor of Ish-- r ton what would you say; was he a man
the Northwest Chicago,
fornia,
were
to
a
forts
under way
who drank to excess or not?" Dr. Lam-i trip?"
arrange
7
Boston
ining, was the next witness. He
When Dahlen assumed the managebei
A. "I did not."
of July match at Vernon
the Northern Lake
fourth
Adirondacks,
was
bert
asked.
of
the
Mathewson
tnd
Batteries:
publication
concerning
Meyers:
ment in the spring of 1910 he began tween Leach Cross of New York and
"Do you know of Mr. Wallace, the alleged libel.
Q.
"lie was extremely temperate," re- Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Tyler and Whaling.
weeding out the old material, vith tin; Bud Anderson, the northwestern
!r.f Detroit?"
light
Resorts this summer?
Attorneys for Mr. Newett said they plied the witness with emphasis.
result that Rucker, Hummell, ivnetzcr
A. - "Yes."
It is proposed to match the j At Boston. Second gam- ewould concede the publication of the
Dr. Lambert said the first time he
and Wheat are the only players left weight. of
with the winner
bout
is
this
winner
business?"
Q.
"What his
3
2 7
in tide but Colonel Roosevelt'B attor- - was called upon to give his profes- jew York
Jluninioll was of
cf the entire lineup.
"I don't know."
the Ritchie-River- s
Q.
fight in San Boston
5 6
stated that they would insist sional services to Colonel Roosevelt
lj Q.
purchased for $1,000 irom Brockior, Francisco on the same date.
information
about
Complete
"Did he have anything to do ll)on provjnj, jt,
v as when the latter was at
Tesreau, Wiltse and Meyers; Per-- !
Mass., in 19(15. Rucker was drafted
Mercy hos-same club announced also that due,
The
summer
and train service,
fares
vith the beginning of this suit, if you' Jacob A. Riis, the writer, called as
Rudolph and Whaling.
at
from
ftom Augusta in 1907 .'or $500, whi'e arrangements were about completed
the
Chicago
suffering
jrital
etc., sent promptly, if you
wound he received from the bullet at
Knetzer and Wheat were purchased for a 20 round fight June 20 between
game post
Milwaukee.
When thp witnoea ,va.i
iu 1909 for $2,500 and $1,300
Charles Ledeaux, bantam
weight poned; wet grounds.
asked to describe what course the bul- SOUTHERN BEAUTIES ATTEND
champion of France, and Eddie Cam-pilet took in
body, objection was
Ddiibert was placed on first base in
was
S.
of San Francisco. Ledeaux, it
Arenf.
CRAY
REUNION made by thethedefense
American League.
on the ground it
Dahlen's first year, after he had beeniBtated, would start from Paris at
At St.. Louis
wns
immaterial.
craned rrom Mempnis lor ifi.uuu. in once,
SANTA FE,
6
2
Detroit
Another nuestion was permitted:
1911 the Brooklyn club secured these
1
3 5
St. Louis
men:
"If he had been a constant user of al- N;EW MEXICO
McLEOD TO MEET AJAX.
Miller, from Duluth, $750;
Zamloch and Stallage; .Mitchell and
coholic drinks; what is your opinion '
Hagon, from Rocheste", $4,00u; Up1
Los Angeles, Calif.,k May 27. Dan Agnew.
$3,000, and McLeod, light heavyweight wrestling
SmitL, from Nashville,
Irwin, from Rochester, $3,500. In champion and Tony Ajax, both of this
At Philadelphia
First
1912 Lbbets obtained S'tortstop Fisher
city will meet here tonight in a catch
.0 2 2
from Newark for $.1,501; Kent from as catch can bout.
'
S
b
Philadelphia
Birmingham, $1,000; Allen, from MoBatteries: Callia ind. Ainsniit'.i.
tile, $5,200; Kirkpatrick from Dayton,
!
Plank and Lapp.
$2,000; Stengel from Augusta, $750.
Boston-NeEddie Cochems, the (: rmer toothp.ll
York game postpone. ;
coach of St. Louis, cluims to be the
wet grounds.
Double Header totcor- lie
C'iiginal discoverer of Stengel.
sow him play some years ago, like"1
his style as a batter and recommended
American Association.
National League.
him to President Heaaes ot
AVon
the Club
Lost Pet
At Indianapolis
Second Game
You Order
7
22
.755
Hedges did not need out Philadelphia
game pos;:
Motorcycle
fielders at that time, as he had Georga Brooklyn
14
19
.57t r.oned; wet grounds.
14
16
York
ffone, Schweitzer and Dunny
IS
.529
man, which was then onsidered the 1st. Louis
10
St. Paul
17
IS
.51
tfst outfield in the American League, Chicago
3
4 9
Kanisas City
he
had
no
Therefore
.157 St. Paul
rem for Stengel, jrittsburg
16
19
1
5 9
11
18
Roades and Kritchell; Reiger.
.'7?
Phelps was purchased from Toronto Boston
for $2,500; Yingling from Toledo,
10
.2se
and James, .Miller.
f.'O; Curtis from Philadelphia N'atior.-als, $1,500; Stack from Philadelphia
American League.
Columbus, May 27. Columbus-ToledNationals, $1,500; Moran from ilc
Won Lost Pet
Club
game postponed, rain.
10
.22
,6SS
Chester, $1,500, and Cutshaw from Philadelphia
24
12
I HAVE NEVER DRANK
.067
Oakland, $1,500.
Cleveland
A
.S"fi
14
19
COCKTAIL OR HIGHBALL
The players purchased for t.iis "en Washington
21
10
.r6S
Chicago
IN MY LIFE," SAYS T. R,
ton are: Callahan, from Elmira,
.18
23
.439
Wagner, from Toionto, $3,50o. St. Louis
14
.412
20
Catcher Fisher came from Harry Ivini-ley- , Boston
(Continued frcai page one).
15
23
..",95
who, with Tim Jordan sevori'1 Detroit
24
.273 would be a litle brandy with milk?"
9
years ago brought an offer of $30,000 New York
A. "A teaspoonful in a tumbler full
from the Giants. Pitcher Hall was
Western League,
( f milk."
free agent when he signed a contract.
Not In 15 Years.
j
Won Lost Pet.
Club
Reviewing this list, Ebbets pointed otU
1220
.62a
Q. "You have never for 15 years,:
ihat Dahlen has built up a compare Lincoln
.COG
20
13
t.iken more than a dozen glasses of
timely young team according to h't Denver
You will be prepared for the Summer, which will be
20
. 5SS
r.wn ideas, and that of the players he St. Joseph
14
whisky?"
1G
A. "I did not drink a dozen glasses
17
.4Si
has turned loose after trials only one, Omaha
one of Enjoyment as well as an Education.
15
16
Hub Perdue of Boston Nationals, st'i! Sioux City
.41 of whisky in fifteen years."
15
17
.169
Des Moines . . :
diaws salary in the big leagues.
Q. "You never drank any whisky?"
14
18
.13
Topeka
A. "I said that in the 15 years it
.'i03!
10
23
Wichita
BIG TRADE IN THE
would probably not be more than a
dozen times I have drunk whisky."
I an easy hour and three-quarte- rs'
NATIONAL LEAGUE
run from Santa Fe,
Q. "Now the wine you drank is
INDIAN
wine?"
light
New York, May 27. The New Yori;
A. "Yes sir.""
National Lengue.
r.nd Cincinnati clubs of the National
St. IiOiiis at Chicago
Q. "What do you mean by light
completed a deal whereby ihe
Cincinnati at Pittsburg.
Wine?"
Giants gave Pitcher Leon Ames, Out
New York at Boston (two games)
A. "I mean white wines and someWhy not combine your fishing trips this summer with
1' elder
Josh Devoie, and IufiuluVri Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
times it may be a litle Madeira."
the Sport of Motorcycling ?
for
Groh to the Reds in exchange
Q. "Any other kind of wine?"
ditcher Fromme.
The southland's most beautiful women are in attendance at the ConfedAmerican Lengue.
A. "I may have drank a litle red
DO IT NOW -LMY PROPOSITION.
erate Veterans' reunion, beginning today at Chattanooga, Tennessee. The
The 1912 record shows rromme ? Chicago at Cleveland, (two game? wine and
a
little
occasionally
Sherry."
foi-lof
in
the
is
above
Edwards
Mrs.
Griff
"standard
.457
for
bearer"
as
J.
tomorrow.)
photograph
pitching average
"You
don't keep any wine of Portsmouth, Va.,' one of the sweetest
Q.
Detroit at St. Louis.
three games, of which twenty-thre- e
singers in the South. At her side is
kind in your house?"
Miss Florence Clift of Chattanooga, sponsor for Forest's cavalry.
Below
(iW3 any
He baited
vere completed games.
Washington at Philadelphia,
A. "Red wine."
Call 138 J or 72 J, care of Southwestern Engineering Company.
them is Mrs. J. E. Smartt, of Chattanooga, matron of honor for the Sons of
CS7..
Ames started in thirty-thregames).
Q. "Do you keep wine of any kind
Confederate Veterans.
Boston at New Y'ork, (two games)
games, nine of which were completed
).
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FISHING SEASON OPENED

BASEBALL.
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Standing of the Clubs.
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THE PECOS RIVER

Where They Play Today

"Shod,

SO

j

EARN

A. S. KIRKPATRICK,

p

AGENT.

j

J

I

CAUGHT ON THE FLY
Passing through from El Paso to Denver and having an open night.
11

-

EXTRA
rpvJlMirHT
1 vJll I

ELKS

J

OPERA m09T

SINGEIS'

."Time,

SMALL PRICES,

MELODY-COMEDv-

ll

Place and the Girl"
25c, 59c. and 75c.

DON'T MISS THXS GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR FLEAS V 113 t I

SARTA FS

MAY 27, 1913.

TUESDAY,

UNITED STATES BANK

&

WOMAN'S

Your Patronage Solicited

BOARD OF

TRADE NAMES
OF

COMPOSED

COMMITTEES
PROMINENT

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

N. B. LAIGHLIN,

WOMEN

WHO

business.

-on

W!LLi'-ve,-

Mrs. S.

WORK FOR ITS SUCCESS.

MILLINERY
MRS. W.

Hensely,

ot

Prosperity Sale Now On!

LINDIMM

Low Prices In All Departments.

Don't Miss It!

Fort Worth, Denver to purchase an entire new

out-

S

his proponed new
electric supply plant, returned to the
city last, evening, and snys it is a relief to get back to the lines! rlinuit:'
SUPPER AND DANCE
,n the world." Mr. Sparks visited will' j
.lis father who litis a large farm in t.h;
WILL BE FEATURES; ness.
Judge X. VI. Laughlin. who has 1ihi Miburbs of Denver, and the prospects
tciidiiig court In Tno", lias returned 'r Colorado for record crops (lie ml"
iiiv vear never looked better. The para
Thursday, .luno 12. lias been sele ct- jHome.
H. S. Hownian left today for l.a phernalia for the new plant is airiv-liued by the Woman's Hoard of Trad
a
for the plana fete.
daily and Mr. Spin its hopes to get
jVesas to be gone, on short business
lis permanent, location established
For vears this festival has been liel'" iU'ip.
N. A. llardeninnn, the well known l.i.id ready for business early in June
of H.e
in the plaza for the benefit
Down,
Balance, $10.00 Per Month
m
salesman u. .m.
imruware
the
is
temporary quarter? are now loea
conducted
by
library, which
the, Alontczumu.
Vd on Palace avenue in the
Trade.
of
Board
Woman's
Deed-19- 13
Mr. ami Mrs. J M. (irahuin. of Bur block.
At a meeting yesterday, the bord
Nathan Salmon is jieJ in receipt o!
named all of the committees a seo-- o bank, Calif., are sightseers registered
la letter from M. Abousle'inm. bis '.or
or more in number and outlined i a; the De Vargas hotel.
rs. Frank M. Thompson, who lias in r business partner, who was shot
vigorous! campaign to make the imF. il. lklgado, liar, j;:ud dangerously woun'.ed about (lire?
pending fete eclipse any previously been visiting Mrs.
months ago, and who has steadfastly
returned to her home in Kapanohi.
held
to be nmn't
L. H. Gibson, traveling freight apd Refused to allow his
com
committee
entertainment
The
(C. A.
told that. it. woum
.Mrs. lassenger agent of the New Mexico fated,
12. C. Abbott,
although
of
Mrs.
posed
Mr.
About Ionian
James Seligman, Mrs. I. H. Rapp an'! central railroad, is in ltan;:ia on mean bis death.
LOANS
SURETY BONDS
INSURANCE
will ar- - business.
says his arm is givd i:i!"y improving
Miss Kueenia Mandcriield,
Foreman Jacobs, of the road con- ,nrl be call now nntli:)' tt'e figure "S'
range a variety of "excitments" that
Phone, 189 J.
Hi-it. and although the bone has no'
will please the eye. tickle the for .tin struction force, came in from
faouth Willi a bunch of convicts tlii" knitted the
ive in perfect
to
forth
a
draw
as
serve
land
New
Mexico
:
magnet
Santa
:
Fe,
119 San Francisco St.
to eventually is"
he
and
hopes
shape,
ii.oiniiig.
coin.
he silver
)io It'll arm as well as tb-- uninjured on"
W. ti. Kelly, of Kansas City.
'
The press committee, composed of
4
tVw
weeli,i
'lie aNo reports splenl;d lambing "1!
lle',fi
""""
,,KIS
Miss I. II. Kapp, chairman, and M.
nst and on bis way west again has through the valley, bis
U n. Wright will supplv the publicity
I
the
which will bring the attention of ihe propped in to see his Santa Fe friends, Iruunina tip into the ni'iefies. aril
J
bio!
'i
ao
Thomas Martinez and wife, of
for a record
-year
prospects
public daily to Hie festival and mxvv
u
neu
uuiim
right.
it
of
iuui,.
giving
phasize the importance
The funeral service.- - el' Richard VY.
aays' visit with his parents. .Mr. and
generous Biipport.
of the Arroya Harry will beheld at 2 o'clock lomor-- J
Airs.
Julian
.Martinez,
Many Attractions.
'row afternoon at P.t. Jehu's Mi'lhodis'
Although the full details of the ,.fe Hondo,
d flim,,-- lliive mov,'' episcopal church, on Don Casnfir I've- l''1""'1'
been
not
held
have
to
be
this
year
on Marcy uur, l!ey. James AI. Shinier official in?
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
License Numbers,
announced, it is understood that the'irom the Woods collage,
of
to
end
the
other
that thor immediately following the service'.
Next Door to Postoffice,
and
the
.'leet
number of attractions
and will occupy the Item- Ihe remains will be escorted to the deliancy of the, fancv costumes, the vat-- JUghfare
loot and shipped on the "::M ti"'in to!
liety of booths and the other features
mm .urs. n. u ...icason, ot i.o- - jHMIsboro. Illinois, where (hey will be
which tend toward the success of such
are sigmseers uere. nicy are littlerred in the family burying
p'oi
il fete, will surpass those of former
at the uo Vargas.
uey l', he body will be nccoiv.niiuied by Mr:-registered
years.
cbildr-'and an es
A supper and dance it night wil
jr. il ave been to the Grand Canyon and jr.arry and the
lnti.it' artmii criinn ttnif. lit Tnnu
jrorl detailed by the Older of Hailwav
given in Library Mall and serve aj a
The following named
Air. and Airs. Arthu1 Seligman and Conductors.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
icliniax to the day's entertainment.
and hen
The plaza will be the mecca of tan re;;, Morton, and Mrs. A. 1). Kenelian, ihave been selected as active
.
J. II.
bearers:
them
honi"
who
returned
pall
b1
will
accompanied
Santa
Fe
all
June
12;
(seekers
K. V.. Friday. C. M. Robinson. (!.
'there and spending money tor a wor ;'ast night, from a ilyi'ig visit, to :
f..
Charles llayney and Thonun
autoino-!made
which
Hardy,
h'egas,
by
tliey
thy cause.
Collier. Honorary. Jude" John 11.
lie.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention end the Best
.Tubus II. Gerdes, Harvey S. l.ntz,
who nas
Thornton,
'BLACKMER RESIGNS PRESIDENCY
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Denver Colo., Mav 27. Henry M. il'eeu somewhat- beneliited by a lit'le William II. (loeb' l, John Dendahl an
altitude, has returned from Ks- - .AViiliam Thompson,
lUackmer has resigned the presidency
where he was spending sevW
panola,
Trust
of the International
company
Telephone 9
104 DON GASPER ST.
The Man Who Put the
of Denver, effective June 1. according eral days enjoying the beauties of the
in
to an announcement made today. Mr. valley.
- Blackmor, it is said, will become iden
Thomas I anna came up from F.aniy
P!c
Look for Tills
lurcou Itie Latitrl wticu t.uyiiie
tified with the Great West UU com- illiis week and was accompanied on
F00T-EASALIEN'S
his return by his wife and latin
pany, with properties in Wyoming.'
The Ant tstjTti(? Powder I'fic Ten- daughter, Miss Belle, who had been
Kt. Admits l;c?t. Sol I
ihe guests of Mrs' Ilanna's sis'.er
L Sxoyt f.
ALLEN Sim CLMSrd'a;-DMiss Vivian Redding,
j
Rev. and Mrs. Victoriana Valdez
til irLnniuirsui
and three children of Taos, stopped
night, here on their way from
jover
LARGEST VAtJIETY
il'Sl OUALITV
Albuquerque;, where they had been to
attend the funeral of Mrs. Valdez's
3Lm.:
1
father, Col. Francisco Perea.
K. F. Hancock, who has been clerk-jinNOW OPEN
for the Zook Pharmacy the pas-fefor El Paro.
months, leaves tod-ia
Under New Management.
where he has accepted a position. F
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
AI. Brown, of Put bio, has been enga
to fill the position thus left vacai-everything" Clean and
Misses Francis and Ester Harry
Well Cooked.
turned last evening from Ottawa Uni
bier
Ottawa,
Kansas,
having
ARE RIGHT.
PRICES
j'ersity,
called home by the untimely dead, o
Come
and See.
their father, Richard AV. Barry, who
EDYTII
"GI;,T C06E" the only Utdii'line dir'nlns that was
WILLIAMS
first-claMRS.
ss
accidentally Kitted at ljarny last
power of
positnrh- iTiuininii Oil. Blucks and I'.ttism-- .
only realized the business-buildin- g
5
MANAC1KR,
imotn mul
ami c'iiii!n-islilucs uiibout ro- morning,
- iw.
CLOSS,Among the passengers sailing on
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and kl3,1J4:VII1 ymtat
i.;mnm,uinii iui cti;3!li..n null IIUIISU..VJ iiw, xt.u German
Lloyd's steamer
:imiK(jf ructortan eline!-- . lic. "STAH" niz"',
uuvxu-Ln-as ltu ltu ruxfj
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
Princess Irene from New York, May qj in
"0VICHWlSiT8"(inHnuWfnrmvilliPK.nL.!)qulrli.
JS
'wii!
ivhllcis dirty canvas f tars. 1"p.
:lf .ins
24, was the Rev. C. Bobst chancellor
'Af.Rrt"
NDBUCK.

J.

B. LAMY,

t.

h visiuns tried

here.
Hagenrmn of Koswelt,
Is In the city greeting old mends.
F. T. Cheethum, of Taos, has been
In the city this week oh loyal busij

444..

fit for furnishing

'

DON DIEGO ADDITION.

FINE
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s

Taxes Paid.

Warranty

180.
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PHONE

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

CITY LOTS FOR SALE

$50.00

CO.

GOODS

DRY

seLIGMAN

125 Palace Ave

Ortiz, col ily clerk, is In

Mm-eelln-

fS

Bfe Reduction

Interest manl
(Owing
tested In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request Its readers to
'send In by mail (a postcard will do)
lor by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the read
ers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
jthe signature of the writer).
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Business

PAGE Fi

MEXSCAU

lUPOUjj

BE HELD HERE

CAPITAL $50,00000
Does a General Banking

fete

PLAZA

TRUST CO.

m

O. C. WATSON & CO. iJ

WITH

INSURE

lUNItM,

A ISO KfcSf

IIAWARi)

LOT,

50x140 feet, situate in Modern Residence Section on
South Side. An Ideal Site for the New Home, and the
best bargain in Santa Fe. Act X()Y if interested.

HAY WARD,

B.

JOSEPH

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe.

Room

N. M.

i

BISHOP)

::::

iFirSRHALESTATCrilAVWARIJliASIT;

mui-cle-

'
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WAY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE? :
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHESrun by electricity or alcohol ? Ihaveafinc
assortment of theStei neau " Inferno," all high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

n-

p?n-ortag-

MULLIGAN & R ISING,

""

;

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

J
J

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

66-6-

;

-

1

lu"'

CORRICK LIVERY BARK

.

I

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Sivnl-jlow-

Ac'-'ve-

L--

Mc-Fie-

THE STAR BARN
-

-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

.

Entire Stable
Hack and Baggage Lines.
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

Re-

310 San Francisco St.

Phone 139.

FEET

EEs

j

Tlruk'-Mar-

ri.

1

f$&hQ

r

Polishes

THE

You Money.

Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.

New State Cafe

mmm

.v.--

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

Flour

Hay, WeGrain
Can Save
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

:-

-

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
tiiiimitiiiiitiiti

THE SANTA FE MAY AND GRAIN CO.
16 Galisteo St.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - 1

1

chiii-E-

i

iijuinJU-ui-LrLruxnn.nj-

M-

HENRY KRICKc

n

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

cleans on4 ivtiitens HtiCK.
aii'l f!4NV4S SHOFS. In nmnit wliitu
luicktiltn amc. liiixes, nilll eiiontrf, llli-- . J t

!it

i';

!! '1

0'S8

m

The

Water-Mark- )

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
Santa Fe, N. M- ft. 1 W., N. M. P. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

He names the following witLesses
continuous adverse
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877. to prove his actual
of said tract for twenty
possession
of
United
the
Interior,
Department
of
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April 9. 1313.
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Xotice is hereby given that the
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of his intention to make final proof la of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales,
N. M.
support of his claim under Sections 16 La.lara,
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and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
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(26 Stats., S54), as amended by the against the allowance of said proof,
act of February 21, 1S93 (27 Stats., who knows of any substantial reason
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eros. & co.,
Aibeny Stroet, Cambrideo, Mass.
OMrst and famst MtwaUirfutas
the '' id.
Shot Milishrs

of the archdiocese of Santa Fe. Father Bobst is a resident, of Santa Fe.
!He is on bis way to Switzerland to
visit relatives and will be hack in the

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

fall.
Miss Ohlinda M'oeke" matron of the
Allison Presbyterian Mission school
- for
girls, has been called to New York
ft: confer with the superintendent of
the home missionary work, and will
probably be selected us superintendent.
of the Presbyterian Mission schools of
Price tin's city, mis Mccr is deserving
lot Hie promotion and her many
fi iends here will be fclad to see her

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
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because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
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it has just come to light that among
the Santa Fe visitors to the Pecos Sun- were Leroy O. Moore and Charles
The
M. Stauffer and their families.
trip was made in Air. Moore's Cadillac
and of course they went to "view the
scenery and enjoy a camp picnic," but
they failed to effectively conceal the
tackle and it is learned that
the trout dinners have been called off.

j

Its not a new Idea, but ons
well worth considering when
you buy your Grocerlss. The
purity and wholesomeness o'
all foods sold In our store
Is your best kind of H?altr
Insurance for you. !nfrior
goods are not sold by vs. We
leave that to thosu who wisr
HIGH
to take chances.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT la the basis
upon which we want our
P'eastreputation to rest.
remember this.

di-.-

Air. Miller, of the Valley Ranch, says
there are still a few trout left.

'

General Easley and Wife and Ralph
Easley have returned from a visit o
he McGillivray ranch, near Estan-dwhere they were visiting Airs. Ale
the daughter of the gene-a- l.
The latter reports that there is gome
to be an effort made n the valley to
get artesian water. The grass for 'a1-tlis looking good, but everything is
RECEIVED
rnlhor rlrv anr it ia tinnoft tlmr tha
Of new well that will be put down some
J.500 feet may strike a good flowing
Boss
well for irrigation purposes,
i
Col. Bronson AI. Cutting, publisher
PURE FOODS
of the Santa Fe New Mexican, reCanned
Monarch
Coeds,
turned this morning from New York,
Richelieu Canned Goods,
the trip from Lamy home by
making
,
1 ..
1
.'. 1.
1.
Hunt's Hand Peeled Call for ...UlUtUl
. f
111.
Willi UUVCI1IUI ill.
1ltriu.
nia Canned Fruits.
Cutting had the pleasure of traveling
as far as Chicago in a private car
CHASE & SANBORN'S
with former
President Theodore
Coffee.
Roosevelt, Gifford Pinchot, Air. Garfield, Jacob Riis, Regis Post,
of Porto Rico, Lawrence Abbott
and Governor Garford. Mr. Roosevelt
and members of his party were on
where the
GO. their way to Marquette
famous libel suit is now being tried.
Vigil Sparks, of the People's E;ec-tricompany, which was burned out
during the Old Exchange hotel fire p
Si
Fn- couple of weeks ago and who went
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Mrs. Warner
Is now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME
MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COFFEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every
hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

Fresh Vegetables Daily

Denver,
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....
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$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
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.
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47.35
66.45

78.89 Atlantic Citv. . . 79.35
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3 1st, except
tnai to poims
.
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We save you moneyon
STRAWBERRIES

FOR

PRESERVING.

SAN FRANCISCO.

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO
On

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th.

SPECIAL
105

FINE CANDIES

So, $40.55

UAM-A.-

.
1913.

$55.55

Return limit, October 31st.

c

Dates of sale, June 30, July I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
Alston sale August 22, 23,24,25, 26. 27,28,

H. S. LUTZ. A9;t..
anon nTinnnnn-'-Larjir- .

1913

EXCURSIONS

$50.55
7.

l

Return limit. August 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22,1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
For further particulars call on or address,
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Entered as Second Cltss Matter at the Seats T Postofflc
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review.
English Weekly
El Nuevo MexlcaMO
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TUESDAY,

lley ranch,

TVX.

Spanish Weekly

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs
William P. Brogan
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SUBSCRIPTION
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Dally, per year, by mall
Oally, six months, by mall
Weekly,
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OF SANTA FE
Where are you going to spend your vacation? It you enjoy dancing, fisting, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out do or sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and tnree rom bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?

RATES

Dally, per quartet, ky
Dally, per quartet, ky

nail
carrier

I

Weekly, six months

.00

!the valley ranch.
AS

excluded the negroeB, she is hunting
light that are given voice in one
It is said that
after another mean something, for the
a
surely, and with the assets we have there are two or three people in
we must do an Increasing business.
right now who feel, somehow
The oft repeated cry, "Santa Fe has or other, that it wouldn't have irrenot the proper hotel accommodations" vocably ruined the town to have imis rapidly being silenced.
ported a negro or two. Artesia News.
The refurnishing, redecorating and
refashioning of the De Vargas hotel ONE ARMED BUT
end the efforts that are being made
HE WHIPPED RUE
to bring the culinary department up to
a standard that will compare
with
any in the west; gives promise of InAtlanta, (la., May 27. Burton Smith,
creased tourist patronage. The addi- a reader at the Atlanta bar and brothtional rooms recently given the Mon- er of United States Senator Hoke
tezuma add to possibilities In caring Smith, this afternoon thrashed f.'e
for travelers, and the Dorans have al- men who objected to his conversing
ways been popular with their guests. in the court house corridors with a
Now, the European hotel is taking on woman witness in the Crawford will
I. additional room on the first floor, and dsn. wbieh involves nn pRtntp nf
with its neat rooms, recently furnish- f.00.
ed anew, is fast becoming a well
Smith is a tall, powerful built
known and well liked hostelry.
but has only his right hand, hav
So, we are advancing along those !ng lost his left hand in a railroad aclines that have been adjudged weak cident some years ago.
Smith, who is leading attorney in
by certain critics, and the future
Erems to be taking on a more rosy the will ease, stepped out of the court
room and saw Mrs. Cash, a pretty
tinge.
We are all going to do our best to, woman who is a witness, sitting in the
The attorney and Mrs. Cash
boost for Santa Fe.
E.rc friends, and he began to talk to
er. C. K. Walton who is interested
in the case, rushed up and said "here
den't talk to that woman."
"What do you care?" asked Smith
The Figures Show,
Do you own her?"
The figures show that where salaries are paid county officers that the "Yes I do,' 'said Walton and raised
maximum salaries are less than $2000 his arm to strike.
in more states than they are above' Hardly had the words left Irs
mouth, when Attorney Smith lunged
$:;iii)0.
Lordsburg Liberal.
forward and struck Walton squareiv
Must Do More.
en the point of the jaw. Walton fell
The value of each man's property is
unconscious.
enhanced by the value of the property
C. W.
who is Walton's friend,
around it. It is not enough to build a rushed at.Dyrd,
Smith and was also knockhouse; we must help to make a good
out.

THE BYSTANDER

spot-ligh-

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

DISCOUERV

That water absolutely pure is dangerous to Hie human system is an odd
of the
piece of information just given to the world by a group of surgeons
French navy who have been investigating the causes of ill health among sailors. Having pondered deeply on the subject and eliminated every olber
cause, they have come to the conclusion that the chemically pure water
(.hat is served to the men is solely responsible for the sickness they have

the basis

Ar-ttsi-

SEES IT

Last night when I went home, there
on the front yard lay a great, big hunk

PHONES:

Is

RESPONSIBILITY

which this strong bank invites your business. Sound management and progressive methodsstrict
adherence to customers' needs and an
appreciation of all confidence placed in
the institution, make this conservative
bank a safe place to put your money.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

May It Be Soon.
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it

of greasy, soiled paper, which had
been wrapped around a ham.
It had the label and all on ar;d
Of course,
could not be mistaken.
no one threw it there. It had como
driven by
sailing from somewhere,
he big wind of yesterday afternoon,
;)Ut'if some one had not thrown It
l'tom their back door instead of burling it as they should, it would mt
have decorated my lawn or anyene
else's. That is one reason why I want
to see the woman' club get their clean
up movement started, and let them in
that will
fulgurate a school
cleanliness and correct methods of
taking care of waste paper and gar-
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The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

Rooms en suit with
Cuisine, and Table Service Unexcelled.
been investigating.
The curious findings of the surgeons are based on a very plausible theovv.
baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
private
in fact, scientists whoso attention has been called to them, without further
Central Location.
investigation, are satisfied to endorse the statement purely on facts.
Water, as most people know, is a combination of oxygen and hydros":. bage.
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
To those are added whatever mineral sal's exist in the earth through wh'cr
do not know how else to account
mi-'of
the water Hows. And. also, to these are added the various germs that
residents
the
i'ur it, other than that
gt.i into the water. In countries wheiv certain germs live in 'the ground Santa Fe are less careful and
in
China
and
to
such
Thus
full
of
be
is
sure
almost
germs.
the water found
than those of other places,
Indian and other sections of the Orient ihe germs of amoebic dysentery are l.ut never, in all my life, have I se-the
distill
found in practically every drop of fresh water and it is necessary to
o many papers of all kinds and de
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
water in order to make it fit to drink.
thrown about the stre
scriptions
From
The distillation or boiling of water, whichever process is used, kills e1! as
have seen hero. The funny, O'
La Salle
the terms and incidonlaJlv eliminates all the mineral salts, leaving nothing lather, strange part of it. is that
TAOS
BARRANCA
It has been found that the organs of the j. ave often seen men who ought to
but the oxygen and hydrogen.
CHAS. fJANN, Prop.
Both
Meets
South
North.
menror
human body need the mineral salts tney secure in water
piopci
hotter, and who do know better,
II.
Bounds
Trains.
Telephone
the
throw
tirn
velopiuent and to assist in carrying out their functions.
wrappers
'carelessly
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
These salts serve many purposes, not the least of which lies in th" ifIom newspapers, right, down in tlv
the
find
or
Gt
organ
their way into
root to add to the accumulation of
certain germs that
the north bound train and arrives at
clearing out or killing
Regular Means, 25 cents.
debris thrown by those who
Taos at 7 p. m.
through breathing or the food or the water. Mostly, however, through oi
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
and breathing. The result of drinking water that has been cleared
rJontly do not know any betrnr ind
Ten miles shorter than any other
Hours.
All
Orders
at
Short
,
these mineral salts, therefore, is that the supply of such matter for the var jti-,- result is a careless, dirty looking
Good covered hacks and good
way.
a
in
state
such
th:i,
the
is
system
BY
ions organs
jtown.
THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
considerably lessened, leaving
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
tuberculosis.
to
there is a pronounced tendency
The plan laid out by the woman's
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
furnished commercial men to take In
It is staled that few people drink chemically pure water for a very Ion,?, cub looks good to me. it is goins
ed
New York Chop Suey, 60c. the
town.
Tin
surrounding town. Wire Embudc
Deming
Headlight.
vy to make some of our
period and that the discovery made in connection with the French
sit
up
people
Then three men who had entered
station.
None So Good.
is the first evidence of the harmful effect of such drinking, because there jand lake notice, but it is going to
'he courthouse with Walton and
was never before anything to base an investigation upon.
In a country like this, where crops E' rd and who were with them when
teach a lesson and that is what if
means
ntfcdcd here if we are going to gef may be varied and all produce abun- 'lie attorney knocked them down, leap-'eAn effort is now being made by the surgeons to discover some
of killing the disease germs that might exist in raw water without taking out tlly possible improvement along this dant, there is no need to think of
at Smith. The attorney met then
!me. I will be glad when 'the lcsnr hard times. A stranger who has
all the mineral salts.
land knocked them down as fast as
ft
S
are
not
and
our
seen
sections says
people
taught cently
JgetB started
they came at him. One of them lie
WHS- how easy it is to correct this evil aid one of them possesses the wealth of
one
down
while
blow
twice,
WOULD BE HANDV
iiow great a drawback it is to the c'ty natural resources embraced in the San srfliced to
out.
two
the
other
put
Some years ago there was a good deal of criticism regarding the tremen- when no it tention is paid to it.
Juan basinAztec Index.
By this time court attendants reachdous expenditures of the government, and our national lawmakers at that
No
Prices.
Low
An
Error.
ed the corridor and they found fi e
The apt reply to such
time were dubbed "The Billion Dollar" congress.
Summer resorts are now advertising nen stretched on the door and Atmade th:t
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
criticism was that if our national legisla'.ure was "The Billion Dollar" can If The remark was recently find
them end each is telling about its excellent torney Smith standing over them.
the citizens of Santa Fe
a
SAME
billion
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
was
dollar
this
country.
gress
over all others. Some have Each one of the five men was badly
However this may be, it has been proven, as Colonel Roosevelt has been selves short of water later in tne sea qualities
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BUSINESS,
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the responsibility will
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kickers
BUSY
it.
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tremendous
that
is
budge
worth
observing
prepared for war, and
constant objections to our water con- some have better accommodations, but knuckles of his one hand.
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appropriated for public buildings throughout the country, hud been some- ditions
resulted in the emptying ot none speak of low prices for any of Mrs. Cash, over whom the fight
what smaller, and the appropriation for our navy been considerably larger,
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their wa'res. Springer Stockman.
we would not now be faced with the embarrassing situation that may confront
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their release.
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A Huzaaa Match Factory
The body contains phosphorus sufficient to make iK3,000 matches. Phosthe body divided among
phorus Is one of fourteen elements composing The
perfect health of body
bones, flesh, nervous system and other organs.
elements come from the
These
requires a perfect balance of the elements.
food we cat the stomach extracts and distributes them.
But if stomach is deranged the balance of health is destroyed and the
blood does not carry the proper elements to the different organs, and there
trouble. Pain is the hungry cry of
is blood trouble nerve trouble-he- art
starved organs. Put the liver, stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition into a condition of health. That is just what is done by
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In Montana the salaries are accordOffice Hours 8 a. to, to E p.
No. 2, Knights
of
home on the mesa. He started out on not, and these rocks are a great
Montezuma.
And by Appointment.
ing to the assessed valuation, and in State of New Mexico, State Highway
meets
his wheel and in crossing the Star nuisance to the car driver. The stateW. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
Bonds.
counties of less than $8,000,000 valuaevery
Monday
ditch just above the school house the men!, regarding
around
roads
the
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
Notice is hereby given that by virtue
tion, which is the limit in New Mex
evening at S o'clock
pedal of his bicycle caught on the Lordsburg are entirely true, and if
M. D.,
F. C. Shellhart, Albuquerque.
to! of the provisions of Chap. 58 of the
the
in
officers
from
ico,
Odd
Fellows C. C.
$1000
get
want the
bridge and he forthwith made a dive the people of Lordsburg
M. C. McNitt, City.
Laws of the BTrst Session of the First
$2500.
Hall.
PIIYSICAN
SURGEON,
and
over the handlebars into the ditch, Borderland to continue through here
Nora E. Summers, City.
In Wyoming the counties are divid-- ! st'itB Legislature of New Mexico, be- All
hands foremost. As luck had it Mr. it is up to them to do a little road re-- ,
9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
Cipriano Lucero, San Pedro.
ed according to assessed valuation ing the laws of New Mexico passed in
are most Rooms
Knights
pairing, and do it quick. Lordsburg
G. Volney Howard, City.
attended day or night.
in
and
1'.12,
conformity
and the high limits of pay are for
promply
particularly
invited.
cordially
Liberal.
H. Ar. Brannock, St. Louis.
HOTTB3.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
sheriffs, treasurers and clerks, $1800, with the direction of the Governor of
C. L. Hraver, Topeka, Kan.
9 to If a. m., 2 to 4 p. m., 7 to 8 p. m
for county attorney, $1500, and for New Mexico to the State Treasurer toi
REINGARDT. K. of R. and 3.
House Robbed.
W. G. Ardrey, Denver.
assessor,
the highest paid officer, sell $200,000.00 of the authorized issue
The home of W. N. Hager was enO. L. Owen, City.
NOTICE
of the State Highway Bonds as provid
000.
Mrs. A. Porterfield, City.
tered by a burglar on Wednesday
In Pennsylvania in counties of not ed in Sec. 24 of said act, sealed bids
C. R. Easley, City.
oo.uuu.un ot me
morning and robbed of money, jewUle Purctiase 01
Tc All Contractors, Builders, Cement
more than 80,00(1 population the coun-i"Charles H. Pollard, Buffalo.
Workers.
elry, silverware, two revolvers and a
t.V salaries do not
exceed $50n. 1,, State Highway Bonds of New Mexico
razor. The most
matter was
W. B. Warren, Denver.
Notice is hereby given that bids
bo received by the undersigned up
seme of the big counties, like Phila- will be received for the building and
the attempt to silence the screams of W. K. Wagner, El Paso.
Ic'elpin'a and Pittsburgh,
the sheriffs l" Monday the 16th day of June, 1913,and
ThousandsHaveBeenHelped Miss Mabel Hager with a shot from a If. B. Boeder, Albuquerque.
Iccnstruction of certain
the hour of two o'clock in the afterget $i;0l)0 and the treasurers get $5000
in and
about
O. F. Zottmann, Denver.
.other improvements
noon vy saiu uay, uiai at saiu uiue
pistol. The noise the men made in
By Common Sense
year.
.T.
A. Miller, Albuquerque.
the Plaza in the city of Santa Fe; said
leaving the room of Miss Hager arousIn the state of Washington the max. land
'yih ofIice of tIle state Treas-imuSuggestions.
'bids
to be submitted in writing to
Mexed her to a sense of the truth that
F. V. Frankel, Denver.
New
in
of
Santa
the
Fe,
"rer
City
treassalaries are clerk. $2000:
or City Clerk of said city of
bein
were
house.
She
the
will
and
Mayor
the
said
bids
be
Albuquerque.
ico,
F.'Quinn,
opened
urer, $2500; sheriff. $2400; superinWomen suffering from any form of burglars
Santa Fe within 20 days from dale
W. P. Jacobs, San Marcial.
the said bonds awarded to the highest
gan to call her father and to scream
tendent
of
schools.
assessors.
$2000;
female ills are invited to communicate for
ihereof; said work is to be done In acai:d best bidder therefor.
help and a shot passed over lief
$200.
promptly with the bed and the bullet landed In the wincordance with the plans and specifics
The said bonds are of the denomina
In Iowa in the counties having a
TIME TABLE
woman's private dow casing at one side of the bed.
which are on file and may be
it'ons,
each
Thousands
Dollars
One,
of
lion
population up to 23,000 the pay is as
correspondence de-- 1 While her father, who was sleeping in
either at the office of the
(examined
four
at
rate
of
and
interest
the
bear
fellows: Clerk, $1400; sheriff, $20(10:
Effective January 1st, 1913.
partmentof the Ly- - a porch near, attended her the man
Facundo Ortiz, at Winters'
Clerk,
City
to
annum
be
cent
and
are
per
per
treasurer, $1500.
diaE.Pinkham Med
Grocery store in said city of Santa
In Virginia there is a new salary dated July 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conicine Co., Lynn, or men got away and have not yet The Wonderful Music that Bunts Forth
of Mayor Lopez,
The act authorizing the issue of said
nect with No. 3 westbound and 'Fe, or at the office
law. The salary of the sheriff ranges
Mass. Your letter been found. Search was instituted at
When the Stork Arrive.
Bros. Company's store in
;a
Seligman
viofficers
treasurer
the
bonds
10
"The
No.
once,
eastbound.
county
patroled
provides
that,
will be opened, read
from $!10 to $4500 a year, but the
the said city of Santa Fe. Right, to
fnnn.v. little, hrassy cry thnt Pehocs
shall not accept any bid which is less
and answered by a cinity closely and the entire valley theTlint
Santa Fe 12:10 p. reject any and all bids is reserved.
arrival of the new taliy is perhaps the sheriff is not only sheriff, but is counarrive
Returning,
C
as
was
soon
well
as
under
PINKHAM
value
of the bond, plus
tvblA
woman and held in
espionage
ty treasurer, treasurer for each dis- than the par
m.
Dated this lilth day of May, 1913.
strict confidence. A woman can freely the trains but no trace has been found.
trict in the county, for each school dis the interest which has accrued there-cCELSO LOPEZ,
3 carries passengers to AlbuNo.
date
the
and
of
between
the
sale
talk of her private illness to a woman ; Sheriff Felipe Lucero things it likely
trict, and for each independent school
Mayor of the City of Santa Fe.
and to Pacific
querque,
locally,
date."
last
interest
thus has been established a confidential that the would be murderers are in
preceding
maturity
district.
Attest:
Coast points.
Information relative to the authoriz-correspondence which has extended over hiding in Mesilla Park or very near
In MassaehnsettH the averair
nar
FACCNDO ORTIZ. Clerk.
which
has
never
and
been
be
will
to
confurnished upon applica-there as indications point
the fact
ation,
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to
many years
of treasurers outside the two
have
Never
a
fcroken.
they published
that no such parties have left that vinect with No. 1 westbound, and
Cf unties, in which
are Boston and tion.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
testimonial or used a letter without the cinity since the alarm was given.
O. N. MARRO.V,
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
is $1550 a year. Sheriffs
Nantucket,
"Cut-offwritten consent of the writer, and never
Mexico.
with
New
of
State
State
Treasurer,
Albuquerque
The burglars ransacked the entire
draw from $300 to $3000 a year. The
Department of the Interior, U. S.
has the Company allowed these confmost cherished remembrance of our lives.
train for Clovis and Pecos Val- (Land
dwelling and the money, about thirty And thousands of happy mothers owe their sheriff of Suffolk county, which has
Office at Santa Fe, N. M May
idential letters to get out of their posHOW'S
THIS?
ley points.
was taken from the trousers preservation to health and strength to twice the population of New Mexico,
10, 1913.
1r au external remsession, as the hundreds of thousands collars,
This
l'riend.
ReSlotl.er's
We Offer One Hundred
Dollars
cf Mr. Hager near his bed. Some rings edy that is applied to the abdominal mus- is but $3000.
Notice is hereby given that Nestor
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
of them in their files will attest
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
of Miss Hager's, some old and valued cles. It relieves all the tension, prevents
In Illinois the salaries are fixed by
m.
of Galisteo. N. M., who, on
jCallegos,
tenderness and pain-- enables the muscles
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
Out of the vast volume of experience family silver and a few other things to
mnde Homestead Entry
and. when baby comes, the constitution, and outside of Chi'
190S,
1th,
gently,
expand
iViay
conm.
to
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p.
which they have to draw from, it is more were taken.
Cure.
relax naturally, the form ia
The search for the the muscleswithout
SE
in
for SW
nect with No. 7 westbound car- 'No.' 1417K.0I5435,
laceration or other ac-- cago they are limited to $2500
. . . . F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
preserved
than possible that they possess the very thieves continues and it is
NW
counties not exceeding 50,000 inhabSec. 10, NE
SW
hoped may ciuvnr.
!SE
No.
El
also
Paso
Nothcase.
F.
in
needed
sleeper,
the
rying
known
We,
have
knowledge
undersigned,
your
You will find M'other's Friend on sale at
have results soon. Las Cruces
INW
Section 15, Township
NE
4 eastbound.
almost any drug store, as it is one of the itants.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
ing is asked in return except your good
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
In Arizona the salaries are high,
standard, reliable remedies that grandN.,
10,
Range
thouhas
and
advice
him
in
their
believe
all
will,
helped
perfectly honorable
mothers everywhere have relied upon.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
to' business
about as high as was proposed
has filed notice of intention to make
lY'lfrh
a .lallv tien rilirlncr tha iwlnJ
sands. Surely any woman, rich or poor,
transactions and financially
m.
Wild
West
in
raake
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
New
Escapade.
them
Ari'
Mexico'
but
of
this
made!
be
should
SH'K'month?.
dK
able to carry out any obligations
glad to take advantage
to the land above described, before
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conAs a result of what is alleged by tress or strain 01 any Kinu. its innuence zona laws and law makers are a joke. jDy njs firm,
generous offer of assistance. Address
is truly remarkable, as It penetrates the
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
In Oregon the salaries are low, but NATIONAL, BANK OF COMMERCE,
the Registe rand Receiver V. S. Land
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (con- the accuser as a regular "Wild West" tissues
and renders them pliant and easily
loffice, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 16th
No. 9 westbound.
hold-up- ,
Olton Kirby, Gabe Beasley governed by the demands of nature. You a bill was introduced before the last
O.
fidential) Lynn, Mass.
Toledo.
be surprised at its wonderful effect and
another boy, a member of a prom- vlll
day of June, 191.1.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interlegislature, reducing them. It. failed
trhat a Krateful relief it affords.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
to have and
Every woman ought 80-paClaimant names as witnesses:
to young women Mother's in' the senate, but will be put before nally, acting directly upon the blood
Melrose
inent
were
Especially
arrested
family,
a. m.
one of the greatest ot all helpful
Lydia E. Plnkbani's
Friend
is
Rosendo
Teodoro
Tapia,
Tapia,
the voters by a referendum petition. and mucous surfaces of the system.
Text Book. It is not a book for at Melrose Saturday night, and while Influences.
Mauricio Tapia, Juan Gonzales, all of
You will nna tnis wonaenui remeay on
the
Testimonials sent free Price 75 cents
bond
for
his
boy
apgave
Kirby
too
is
as
it
or
general distribution,
sale at the store where you trade,
they
Galisteo, N. M.
Work for tNi New ueneaa. it is per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
d
Is prepared by
is free and only pearance the other two were brought will get It for you. ItJ:18
expensive.
Lamar Building
Co.,
MANTEL R.' OTERO.
Take
constiHep.lator
Hall's
for
for
Famijv
Santa
fcr
and
pills
yea,
obtainable by mail. Write for to Clovis the following day and lodged A"anta.
working
Ca. Write them for a very
Register.
in jail, where, It is thought, they will
the new state
book ta euMsi'Wi". msUietl.
pation.
it today. ,
Mel-jros-
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PANAMA HATS

LOCAL ITEMS.

F. ANDREWS
Market.

AT

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
Is about advertising, subscriptions or
Law Relating to Automobiles.
imprisonment not exceeding ninety job work, please call up "286." If
in
to
or
new
The
relation
statu law
both.
days,
you wish to apeak to the editor or give
automobiles goes into effect tint 11,
"See. 14. Ativ person open, tin
news, please phone "31."
any
1.113.
Some of the salient points thai owning or
a motor velii:.- e
controlling
:are well worth pertral are: Licences running on, along or across pub-li:Money to loan on Improved city
are based on horse power tnd the roads, streets, alleys, highways
r property.
Joseph B. Hay ward, Mgr.
Another Carload of
on
can
of
call
stale
peace
secretary
nn
J" 111:11
B,lu"
Zook's Cold Cream is fi.ip for Him.
In case the
to
the. law.
officers
enforce
"EMPRESS FLOUR."
highest degree of care that a
Take a jar with
with very careful person would use under burn or windbnrn.
of accidents it will
go hard
chauffeurs who drink, who are under lilte or similar circumstances to pre- you on your vacation.
t
Delivery
Motorcycle
age, who are found without licenses, vent injury or death to persons on or
Service.
Pash Bros, Motorcyclery.
and on mail lines, though no license traveling over such
roads, 127 San Francisco St. Phcne 96J.
public
:
is required, the driver will neverthe- streets,
highways or places,
Last Day for Taxes The county
less be held responsible. All drivers used for alleys
travel. Any owner, opera- or cars in case 01 accident are requir-- , toI.f or
asks the New Mexican to noperson in control of such motor assessor
cd to immediately give assistance, to vehicle falling to use such degree of tify the public that June 1, will be
1
to all those inter- - !care BhaU bfi Iiable foI. damases to a the last day on which payments of the
give their names, ...
...
..
.
"
"i""1- .1... ,...1.1..nf l"! person injured by failure or the own- - last half of the 1912 taxeB may be
The penalty for further delay
!
puss-jer- ,
the
'aw'
metiUB
.of,
operator or .person in control of a made.
JcSsei
itiM ing vehicles
rules are laid down tor ,,.,
J
f is a five per cent assessment.
i,it
,,i,
8
FOR SALE All kinds of building
signals, Dens ana brakes, ana regu- - care and ln caau ot ll(!atl, o( the in.
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
lations are laid down governing how jliren partyi then (lamagng
re-- j
be
lnay
teams or vehicles shall pass on the covered, as now provided or may here- Monsignor Was Celebrant Through
highway, also when passing animals. !afteI. be provide(1 by iaw, mil0Ea the an error it was stated in yesterday's
A dealer's license
is also required, iujurv or death is caused by the negli- - New Mexican that. Archbishop Pita- and a city registration is provided gence of the taJlired or deceased per-- val was celebrant at the high mass
to''at the cathedral yesterday.
son rnntrihntinir tlierptn."
Monsig-- I
Kvery owner of a motor vehicle,
nor Fourchegu wan the celebrant of
Fine Irrigating Projects and Good
and
which applies to automobiles
the mass but His Urnee officiated at
ft)
CLAKfciN UUiX UAKUtlN.
Roads.
JPHOne Z. a) cycles,
driven upon the public highthe sermon,
benediction, preached
Com
A
State
French,
Engineer J.
ways, is required to register his macarried the Sacred Host in the proces-- ;
P
R.
chine with the secretary of state on missioner of the Publtc Lands
sion and gave the pontifical blessing.
re
a blank provided tor the purpose con Ervien and Judge C. J. Roberts
name of Rev. Father Arnold tis'
The
1
last night from a trip by auto veil, who officiated as Deacon of tb
taining a brief description of the
to
The
mobile
and
Raton
vicinity.
chine, and the owner's name and ad
Mass and also Deacon of the Proceslittale engineer went there to inspect
dress.
sion was also inadvertently omitte'l
new
ifhe
Meloche
irrigation projec-- yesterday in the report of the celebri
The following annual fees shall be'
paid to the secretary of state upon which includes a well constructed dam tion.
of jiiiac nas just ueeu compteien, aooui
the registration or
FOR RENT Newly furnished room
a motor vehicle in accordance with iiii miles from Raton on the Una deli down
town. Bath, electric
lights,
a
has
that
where
river,
jiiato
company
the provisions of this act:
B. Mayward, Mgr.
heat.
Joseph
acre
holds
5,000
Less than twelve horse power $2. storage reservoir that
Dance
Thursday The Woman's
Twelve horse power and less than feet of water. The enterprise is a prl
twenty horse power? $4.
jvate one, which is backed by a com Board of Trade will give a dance at
The
is the best that can
Twenty horse power and less than pany that expects to do much to make Library hall Thursday night.
uiat part of the country prosperous ag Elks' orchestra, which has made such
be produced. It is
thirty horse power, .$0.
hit recently with "catchy, accented
Thirty horse power and less than riculturally. Prom Raton the partv amusic"
made by the Boston
will be engaged and a rollickent to Cimarron to took over the
forly horse power, $S.
Woven Hose& Ruband less than Miami project, by which it is expected ing good time is promised. With a
horse
power
Forty
ber Co., the largest
o irrigate about 10,000 acres,
and temperature from 50 to 60 at 9 o'clock
fifty horse power, $10.
in the world. NON-KIN- K
tnR evening tne dancers need not
acres!111
o
more
or
v.here
is
$12.
there
horse
3,000
2,000
power
Fifty
is a superior
It is intended fear heat prostration as in the east
ITpon the filing of an application t.ow under cultivation
2 ply moulded pure
and the payment of such fees the to make a great future for the la'ids at this season.
Case in the supreme court this week
Para Rubber.
Mr
secretary of state shall assign to such that will be thereby irrigated.
motor vehicle a distinctive number French says that he will have to Ijite Involves title to lands worth a forto ( ff his hat to the road board of Colfax tune. An abstract from us would
land, without additional expense
to
the
deliver
and
issue
the
applicant,
county for the splendid work that rns have shown up the defective, title.
Red Color
in
l een done on the roads in that
a
owner
of
certificate
sec Santa Fe Title Abstract Co., R. B.
registration
and a Popular
Lee, Secy. U. S. Bank & Trust Co.
such form as the secretary of state tion
Bldg.
may prescribe, and one number plate.
Whether you need a large or a
The fee for a dealer in automobiles
PROGRAM small hot water
and the like shall be $12 per year, perbottle, you will find
the size you want at Zook's.
mitting the dealer or manufacturer to
MEET
YEOMEN'S
an Extra Good
&y;&r,tfi
drive machines for exhibition
purMany Buy Lots The sale of lots
on Buena Vista Heights by Messrs.
poses on the public highways.
Quality
The following is, the program of
No other fee has to be paid except
Hoge and Cotter took the form of a
Meeting of F. W Farmer Horn-."IdiiH nff'tt'o foiiaitioaa' vootorHnv whan
a fee of not more than 50 cents, proAnier.of
Brotherhood
stead
No.
2879.
vided that towns or cities require the
man
gJxty.flye ots wpre gold mw
can Yoemen. neia in firemen s nai
same for registration.
ten in one "batch." The
'purchasing
at 7:30 tonight:
lots brought from $50 to $150 each,
Regarding brakes and passing on
Music by orchestra.
The purchasers say they will have
the road and so forth the law says:
Address of welcome Hon. Foreim". water main down Carlton avenue with"Sec. 10. Every motor vehicle opin the next few days. The lots were
erated or driven upon the streets or R. L. Baca.
Recitation, "I.itile Birdie up in th-- sold by the Santa Fe Realty compublic highways of this state shall be
Muni?.
Miss Tilla
of the
pany and already
provided with adequate brakes in ky,"
Piano solo, 5th Norturne Leybac i addition opened up to the public has
good working order, and sufficient to
been disposed of. Bungalows, made
control such vehicle at all times, and .Miss Bertha Segura.
a suitable bell, horn, or other signalRecitation, "Little Things," M'sJ of brick, are to be erected in the near
future, it is said.
ing device, and shall during the per- Vary Wagner.
f
"The Business Man,
Recitation,
iod from
hour after sunsi ;
LOST A watch, on the school
f
to
hour before sunrise die M?s Pita Pino.
grounds or near the east side of the
dialogue, "A Short Recess," Missr plaza, Wednesday during the fete exerplay at least two lighted lamps on the
front, and one on the rear of such ,ary Privett and Anna Segura.
cises. Watch is gold, with L. F. D. on
vehicle.
Every person operating or .Music by orchestra.
back. Finder return to New Mexican
.s
Mi
recitation: "Mother's Kiss,"
driving a motor vehicle on the public
office and receive substantial reward.
highways shall also, when approach- Tonia Ortiz.
""Thursday June 12. That is the offSong, "The Flower Song," Masters icial
ing an intersection or cross road, or
G. SARGENT,
date set for the Woman's Board
when passing another motor or other Kenneth and Percy Eler.
of Trade "fete" better known as the
Hunter.
Tessio
Miss
of
or
herd
Recitation,
cattle, sheep, goats,
vehicle,
H. MENDENHALL,
which is to outshine all
Piano solo, "Heather Rose," by "plaza fiesta"ever
horses or other animals, slow down
held in the ancient
fetes
other
to at least fifteen miles per hour, and I.ange, Miss Mary a. Moore.
a score of 'me
Committees
Address, "Fraternities." Past Fore- city. been named and some of the
shall signal in such manner as to give
have
state
E.
P.
his
man
A.
of
Robinson,
manager
in
and
approach.
be
rsmoJelled
the
will
De
warning
The
Spanish style
Vargas
most,
and energetic wom"Sec. 11. A person operating or F. A. Y., also delegate to supreme con en In intelligentwill devote
their time
the city
on
shall
sigvehicle
a
motor
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
clave.
driving
for the next sixteen days
and
talents
a
from
pernal by raising the hand,
Son, "My Dixie Rose Miss Anacitp to make the fete eclipse all previous
piperiJ. Many private baths and all the comson riding, leading or driving a horse Suva.
efforts. Those who wish to send arfirst-clahotel.
of
a
forts
ior horses or other animals, bring such
Music by orchestra.
ticles for the rummage counter will
motor vehicle to a stop, and if travelI
Dialogue, "Halves," Casados an kindly take them to the Library hall
remain
direction
in
the
opposite
ing
.Vary Romero.
on library days or send a notice to
stationary so long as may be reason
Little Girl
Recitation,
"Loving
have some one call for them in case
to
and
such
to
allow
pass,
able
person
Miss Alary Romero.
are not easily transported.
they
use
In
the same direction
if traveling
Piano solo, "Thought of Home," M!s
FOR RENT Modern residence; five
reasonable caution in passing.
FUe Lopez.
rooms; cement cellar; bath; built-i"Sec. 12. Whenever a person drivDialogue, Masters Pablo Casad.s china closet and cupboard;
large
motor
vehicle
shall
ing or operating a
Best neighborhood;
and Encernacion Romero.
clothes closet.
meet in a public highway any other
Song, "AH Aboard for Blanket Bay,' close in. See O. C. Watson & Co.
vehicle, such person shall turn to the by Juvenile Drill Team
Serious Sickness calls for a consulright of the center of the road a reaMusic by orchestra.
tation with your doctor at once. The
sonable distance so as to permit passSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
next Important step is to take his preSong, "Poor iviau," Miss Adelin-ing without interference. Whenever Muniz.
scription straight to Zook's where it
motor
a
such
person operating
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages any
41 FaLFA SEED.
will be filled right.
Misses
Lena
Duran
am
Dialogue,
vevehicle shall overtake any other
..Frank M. Jones, late proprietor of
I'iora Akers.
hicle, he shall pass such vehicle on
the
European hotel, has once more
Fe
-The only exclusive grain house in
rne Fairy Wedding,'
Piano bu.w,
the left hand side. Any person operfor business and this time he
opened
ating a motor vehicle shall, at the In- Miss Frances Lopez.
is the representative of the strongtersection of public highways, keep Dialogue, "City and Country," by siv est life and fire insurance companies
the right to the intersection of the joung ladies Misses Tonia Orti , in the world. Mr. Jones has long
Phone Black to
Phone Black
center of such highways when turn- Fiances Lopez, Anceetia Silva, Loren- - been connected with the insurance
ing to the right and pass to the right eta Romero, Feftie Lopez and Bertl.a business, and his interests In that line
of such intersection when turning to Segura.
heenme fin TinmprmiH tlmt ht
vnu
Piano solo, (a) Valse," op. 64, Chop-the left.
noiio,, tn svp ,,n th Wol
"Sec. 13. Any person who shall op- in; (b) "Music Box," Liebach, Miss ncss and devote his entire time to in
erate a motor vehicle while in an in- Eith E. Moore.
surance, especially since he has been
toxicated condition, or any owner of Recitation, Miss Reta Pino.
sworn in as the representative of the
drill
and tab'eau, Juvenfie different insurance companies former
Fancy
a motor vehicle who shall permit any
person under the age of fourteen Erill Team of P W. Farmer Homv-- ly controlled
by the late Mrs. L. A.
tad. Brotherhood of American Yoe Harvey- .- He has taken quarters with
years to operate any motor, vehicle,
or any person who shall operate a
the TJ. S. Bank and Trust company
Music by orchestra.
Rim-cuttin- ?;
motor vehicle without a number or
Old-Ty- pe
and he will be found on the Job at all
23
of
Refreshments.
license as provided for in this act, or
times.
A class of 36 new members were
who shall violate any other proviObserve Road Rules Judge Hann.y
sions of thi3 act for which no punish- hated last evening.
had a narrow escape from colliding
ment has been provided, upon convicwith a team last evening while out
To save you further,
Work for the New Mexican. It Is riding in his automobi'e The law
And skimpy tires
tion thereof shall be punished by a
we offer real tire
dolworking for you, for Santa Fe and
fine of not less than twenty-fiv- e
teams when meeting other vehi
barely rated size.cost
nor more than one hundred dol be new state.
lars
cles
to face to turn to the right,
face
service.
lars, or by imprisonment for not less
users even more.
rut instead of doing 30 the team he
It will not pay you to wane your encountered turned suddenly to th
than thirty days or more than ninety
We guide men in
time writing out your legal form left, though warned by the
days, or both.
No Rim-Ctires
sounding
We
tire
"Any person operating a motor when you can get them already print- of the horn. AH people who use the
And
can't rim-cu- t.
aced
New
Mexican
at
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the
vehicle
which
is
caused
by
Printing
injury
highways should read the new ,1av
supply them means
that was passed by the last legisla
cidentally or otherwise to any person, pany.
they are 10 per cent,
No-Ri- m
for
aswho shall fail to stop and tender
Cut
ture. Portions of the law are pub
quick repairs.
oversize. Today they
s.ifctance to such Injured person, or to
Scratch Pads of all descriptions aa lished in today's paper. The new law
A good many men
give his name, residence and the all qualities, 10 pounds for 60 cent is no joke1, and Imposes certain restric
far outsell all others
number of his motor vehicle to the New Mexican office
tions and lays down very distinctly
OR WITHOUT give us credit for
WITH
because of these big
person Injured thereby, or who shall
certain definite rules for the guidmuch
of
their
saving
TREADS.
lail to report such accident or injury
New Mexican Want Ads always ance of all who use the roads in anr
savings.
to the nearest police officer or magis- bring results. Try it
tire expense.
kind of a conveyance.
On catching
trate, upon conviction thereof shall
up with and attempting to pass an
be punished by a fine not exceding
The spring months often find a wo- ether vehicle, then a cenveyance o
live hundred t'.oiiars, or by imprison- man tired out, with pain in back, hips any kind should turn to the
left, leav
ment for a term not exceeding six cud head, nervous and sleepless ng his neighbor on the
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I
will
as
it is intended he should be.
quickly prove
Foley iKdney Pills
' "Any person who shall wilfully their worth and value as a healer of
W00D-DAVI- S
make any false statement In order to ell kidney and bladder ailments and
It will not pay you to wast your
a license such as is provided Irregularities. They are a splendid time writing- out your legal forms
i'or In this act, upon conviction there remedy for rheumatism, clearing the when you can get them already printSANTA
NEW MEXICO.
of shall be punished by a fine not ex- uric acid from the joints and system. ed at the New Mexican Printing con
ceeding one hundred dollars, or by Try them. The Capital Phormacy.
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Grocery, Bakery and

.1

JUST RECEIVED

Try Our Auto Delivery Service.
Phone No. 4

ANDREWS

A BIG

owing to an
AND DRESS
ON
price.
1U, 20 and 25
forget to get
elsewhere.

DISCOUNT

AND

CHICAGO

IN

EASTERN
RECEIVERS'

wer
Eastern
Illinois railway
todry by Federal
Judge Carpenter on complaint of ths
Railroad Steel Springs company. The
Chicago. May 27.

TAILORED
overstock.
HATS greatly reduced in
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
per cent discount. Don't
prices before purchasing

MISS A. MUGLER

HANDS

Receivers

f ppointed for the Chicago and

in .the
railroad concurred
appoint- ment.
William J. Jackson, vice preside!'!
.i the road, and Fdwin W. Winters, o'
New York, were named as receivers.

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

Rapid-Transi-

Phone No. 4

.

"-;- "
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MAY 27, 1913.

TUESDAY,
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1
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ma-j-i-

CHINA POSTPONES
ELECTION OF HER
PERMANENT CHIEF

See Johnson
The Roofman

Pekin, May 27. The adoption of
the constitution and the definite elec-- I
tiou of a president of the Chinese re-- i
public have been deferred for an in
definite period. Owing to the dead
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
mark among the parties in parliament
the assembly is unable to exercise ALBUQUERQUE AND SANTA FE
its functions and there is seldom a
(Montezuma Hotel)
quorum of members in attendance.
Government
troops continue to
march toward the south but it is believed here they will only attempt to
surround and not to attack the rebelin the province
of
lious faction

For Leaky Roofs

Spring Time

Kiang-Si- .

Provision President Yuan Shih Kal
today received 29 Americans who are
proceeding by way of Japan and China
to the world's Sunday school confer-- ,
ence to be held in Switzerland.
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KODAK TIME!

;

NONKINK

HOSE

RUBBER

j

--

DANDY

7-P-

WRAPPED

LY

HOSE
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TONIGHT'S

'

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

i

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought!
AT ANV PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-

surance Ret the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building
t FIRST

FLOOli)

who has purchased the Insur
ance Business of the L A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, goodlprotection

JUST THINK WHAT
an abundance of pleasure you could
have with a Kodak not only now,
but for practically the rest of your
life.
The Camera will never get to be
a thing of the past.

zo

'S

PHARMACY

SANTA

FE, N.

M,

i

one-thir- d

It was The Palace Hotel,
is zsrow

it
THE DE VARGAS
W.

one-hal-

one-hal-

Laugh at the Vegetarians
but eat peanuts.
Most everyone thinks of peanuts and the circus at the
same time. But, seriously, pean uts belong to the beans
and peas class and are just bursting with nutrition.

MORCYS

Proprietor.

Solitaire,

Business Manager.

W.

Peanut Butter
has ail the food value of the choicest peanuts worked
into an appetizing consistency.
Try it.

"The Best the Grocer Can Deliver."

ss

WHOLESALE

AND

THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.

' Denver,

Colo.

RETAIL

n

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

i

Santa

45

LEO HERSCH

45

!

Automatic Principles
are the principles

all recent

which have determined

improvements of the

Remington
Typewriter
that latest
Take, for
example,

exclusive Remington improvement, the
TABULATOR SET KEY .

Start Saving Tire Expenses
Per Cent
Ruins
Clincher Tires.

the

j

6ood Year
Tires

NON-SKI-

Let Us Show You How.

HARDWARE CO.

-

FE,

m

I

y

The Set Key of the Decimal Tabulator eliminates all hand setting of the
Tabulatorstops. It makesthef eningof these stopsfor any kind of formortabu-la- r
work as quick, as easy ard as simple as the operation of the Tabulator itself.
This is'another important, labor saving step toward the goal of Remington
effort, which is to bring every essential act in the operation of the typewriter within the compass of the keyboard. The labor saving value of the
Set Key of the Model 1 1 Remington is attested by thousands of operators.
Send for our illustrated booklet describing the
new and exclusive features of the Remington
Typewriter Visible Models 10 and 11.

Remington Typewriter
Company
(lacorporated)
145

Champa

Street,

Denver, Colorado.

